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ABSTRACT
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The production of charged kaons and protons in B-hadron decays has been measured
in    annihilations at centre-of-mass energies corresponding to the  mass. In
total 1.6 million hadronic 	 decays were analysed, corresponding to about 690000
B-hadron decays. They were collected using the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider
at CERN during 1994 and 1995.
Events containing B-hadron decays were identified using special characteristics
of the B-hadron decay topology. In particular, the long lifetime of the B-hadron
leads to decay vertices significantly displaced relative the interaction point. These
so called secondary vertices were reconstructed using a powerful micro vertex detec-
tor. In order to discriminate B-hadron decay products from fragmentation tracks, a
method was used where the impact parameter measured by the vertex detector was
employed as a discriminating variable. The tracks were thus divided into two classes,
one compatible with the interaction point and the other compatible with a secondary
vertex. An unfolding method was used to extract the true B-hadron decay tracks from
the two classes. Charged kaons and protons were identified using the Ring Imaging
CHerenkov (RICH) detector and corrected for misidentification using an efficiency
matrix. The analysis resulted in charged kaon and proton spectra from B-hadron de-
cays, including previously unmeasured momentum regions. Integrating the spectra















where the proton multiplicity does not include D baryon decay products.
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I am a graduate of Starfleet Academy,
I know many things.
Worf
During the the 20th century, the science of elementary particle physics has
grown from its foundations early in the century to the vast field of present-day.
The aim is to understand the fundamental building blocks of nature and their
interactions. Since the length scales involved are very small (    m ),
very high energies are necessary to probe the physics. This field of science
is, therefore, often referred to as “High Energy Physics”. To this date, the
research has lead to the so called Standard Model, a mathematically consistent
field theory which describes all the known aspects of the elementary particles
and their interactions.
The Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) at the European particle physics
laboratory (CERN) just outside Genève provides an excellent facility for ex-
ploring particle-physics and testing the Standard Model. Results obtained from
the LEP experiments show an impressive agreement with the Standard Model
over the entire available energy range. However, there are aspects of the model,
especially relating to the strong interaction which are difficult to solve math-
ematically. Therefore, one has to introduce certain free parameters which can
be tuned such that the model reproduces the observations. It is, therefore, es-
sential to obtain measurements which can be used for either verifying or tuning
the models.
In the work presented in this thesis, the charged kaon and proton produc-
tion in B-hadron decays has been studied using data collected by the DELPHI
(DEtector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification) detector at CERN.
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DELPHI has the unique feature of being the only LEP experiment with a RICH
(Ring Image CHerenkov) detector. The RICH provides an excellent charged
hadron identification over a wide continuous momentum range.
The outline of the thesis is as follows:
  In chapter 2, a summary of the Standard Model is given along with a
description of the hadron production in high-energy  

   annihilations.
The chapter concludes with a phenomenological discussion on general
properties of the B-hadron decay.
  After a brief overview of the LEP accelerator, chapter 3 continues with
a detailed description of the DELPHI experiment and its various sub-
detectors. The chapter also reviews general aspects relating to data ac-
quisition and raw data processing.
  Since the RICH detector is vital for the analysis, chapter 4 has been de-
voted to this detector. Apart from summarizing the hardware features,
the chapter provides a detailed description of the process which trans-
forms the observed raw data to a signal usable for particle identification.
  Chapter 5 describes the analysis, from the event and track selection to
the final spectra and multiplicities. The chapter ends with an account of
the studied systematical uncertainties.
  Finally, in chapter 6 a summary of the results is given together with a





2.1 Introduction to the Standard Model
In nature we observe four fundamental forces: electromagnetic, weak, strong
and gravity. Although the presence of gravity is very clear within the human
frame of reference, it is by far the weakest of the four forces. In studies of ele-
mentary particles, effects originating from gravity can thus be safely neglected
whereas the remaining three forces are all important.
The Standard Model incorporates the unified electro-weak interaction and
the strong interaction thus providing a very successful description of the el-
ementary particles and their interactions. It uses a quantum-field-theoretical
framework to describe the interactions. A systematic treatment of quantum-
field-theory was founded in 1927 by Dirac in a paper where he presented a
theoretical description of absorption and emission of photon quanta [1]. This
first quantization of the electromagnetic field was later generalized to the quan-
tization of any given classical field. The field-equations of such a theory are
generally very difficult to solve. If the interaction is sufficiently weak, how-
ever, perturbation theory can be used. Such techniques have been extremely
successful in describing electromagnetic and weak interactions. In the late
1960s, Glashow [2], Salam [3] and Weinberg [4] combined the electromag-
netic (Quantum Electro Dynamics, QED) and the weak interaction in a gauge
theory often referred to as the GSW theory. It predicted the massive mediators
11
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of the weak force, the
 
and  bosons which were later discovered at the
UA1 [5, 6] and UA2 [7, 8] experiments at CERN.
Earlier in 1964, an important step was taken when Gell-Mann [9] and
Zweig [10] independently proposed the existence of three fundamental spin- 
particles: the up (  ), down (  ) and strange ( 	 ) quarks ( 
 ). It was noted that the
then known diversity of strongly interacting particles (hadrons) such as pro-
tons and neutrons could be described as bound states of quarks. They were




and mesons consisting of a quark and an anti-quark ( 

 ). The model was very
successful but soon ran into trouble. It was discovered that the hadrons could
be arranged in symmetry groups and that there were missing particles not yet
observed. Gell-Mann predicted, e.g., the   state which consists of three
strange quarks. When it was found in 1964 at the Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory it pointed in the direction of something new, since the   state seems to
violate the Pauli Exclusion Principle1 . A solution to this problem was proposed
by Greenberg [11] who introduced the concept of ’colour charge’ for quarks.
Three different states where postulated normally denoted red, green and blue
like the primary colours. Furthermore, hadrons were postulated to be ’colour-
less’, i.e., the total colour charge should add up to ’white’ (red+green+blue
for baryons, colour+anti-colour for mesons). By allowing a colour quantum
number for the quark, the problem with the   state was resolved.
In the theory of strong interactions, QCD (Quantum Chromo Dynamics),
the colour charge corresponds to the familiar electric charge of the QED. There
are eight massless force mediators of QCD called gluons ( 

 ) which hold
together the hadrons. The gluons carry colour charge themselves which means
that they interact with eachother. This characteristic has no analogue in QED
and indeed, the strong interaction is very different from the electromagnetic.
Strong interaction has two unique properties: colour confinement and asymp-
totic freedom. Colour confinement is the requirement for observable hadrons
to be colourless and the consequence of an increasing strength of the strong
force with distance. This leads to the important conclusion that neither quarks
nor gluons can be observed as single free particles since they carry colour
charge. This is well confirmed with experimental observation. The second
property, asymptotic freedom, comes from the remarkable fact that the strong
interaction becomes weaker at short distances and, therefore, in a high energy
interaction quarks and gluons can be regarded as essentially free.
The basic process of a strong interaction consists of an incoming quark
1It states that no system of fermions can have two or more particles in identical quantum
states.
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with momentum   which emits a gluon with momentum  , leaving the quark
with a reduced momentum   . It can be shown that the effective strong cou-


















































is a scale parameter not predicted by
theory which must be determined by experiment. Because of the momentum
transfer dependence : is often referred to as the running coupling constant.
The Standard Model is a theory including the GSW model and QCD. It is


























The neutral currents of the GSW model undergo mixing to produce the phys-
ical states  and L . The degree of the mixing is given by the weak mixing















and 4US are the masses of the  

and   bosons. This mixing
angle is a free parameter in the Standard Model. Since it enters in the descrip-
tion of the electroweak interaction, it can be extracted by most electroweak
measurements. The most straight-forward way is by determining the masses
of the   and    bosons and evaluating the angle using equation 2.4.
The fermions interact differently depending on their spin-configuration.




. If the spin is in the
direction of the momentum of the particle it is said to have positive helicity
(right-handed, R) and negative (left-handed, L) otherwise. Hence the wave-
function of a fermion decomposes into W

WYXZV
W:[ . In 1958, the helicity of
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the neutrino was measured for the first time by Maurice Goldhaber et al. [13]
by studying electron-capture of Europium-152. The experiment revealed the
fact that neutrinos were left-handed while anti-neutrinos were right-handed.
This is an indication that charge conjugation (   ) is violated in the weak inter-
action. Charge conjugation changes a particle to its anti-particle and it does
not affect the helicity. Hence, a left-handed neutrino yields a left-handed anti-
neutrino which is not observed. The same applies for the right-handed state.
A parity transformation (  ) changes only the helicity and, by a similar argu-
ment as for the charge conjugation, it is violated in weak interactions. It seems
like, however, that the combined transformation (   ) is preserved since under
such a transformation a left-handed neutrino is transfered into a right-handed
anti-neutrino, and vice versa.
The quark mass eigenstates are not the same as the weak eigenstates and
the transformation between the two sets of states is governed by the unitary
Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (CKM). By convention it operates on the






































The immediate consequence is that transitions between generations such as
 




. Since the matrix
is unitary, it can be parametrized using a set of rotation angles. In addition the
elements are allowed to be complex leading to the standard parameterization
using three angles and one complex phase. The phase is important since it
provides a means of incorporating   -violation into the Standard-Model.
The symmetries of the fundamental fermions can be summarized in four
quantum numbers, namely: (1) weak isospin,  (2) its third component, ﬀ (3)








It should be noted that the definition of ﬁ has a certain degree of arbitrariness.
Some authors choose a definition where the fraction  is omitted in the equa-
tion above. The electroweak symmetries of the fundamental fermions and their
quantum numbers are summarized in table 2.1.
This symmetry, however, assumes massless fermions. Unfortunately it is
not possible to incorporate their masses in the Lagrangian simply by adding
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Table 2.1. Electroweak quantum numbers for the fundamental fermions.




























































































mass terms since that would destroy the symmetry of the Lagrangian. A pro-
posed solution to the problem is that the fermions and vector bosons acquire
their masses by means of the so called Higgs mechanism. Consider a local































According to the chosen potential, this field will have a non-zero vacuum ex-












where  is an arbitrary phase. The arbitrariness of the phase implies that the
ground state is degenerated and that any such state is equally probable. In
order to study the behaviour of the field, a particular ground state or phase is
chosen, thus spontaneously breaking the symmetry. An expansion of the field
around the ground state with 























 is the expanded field corresponding to the so called Higgs boson.
The masses of the vector bosons and fermions are generated by interaction
with this Higgs field. Detailed descriptions of the Higgs mechanism and the
electroweak theory can be found in [14, 15].
At the closing of the 20th century, the Standard Model has proven to be very
successful. During the first phase of LEP running 1989-1995, a great num-
ber of electroweak measurements were performed on the about 15 million  
events collected by the four LEP experiments. All have been found to be in
impressive agreement with Standard Model predictions. During the second
phase, between end of 1995 to 2000, LEP ran at energies at and above the   
threshold allowing precision measurements of the  

mass and the vector
boson couplings. Only the Higgs boson has so far evaded the search teams of
the different high-energy physics laboratories.
Despite its great success, the Standard Model is naturally not without prob-
lems. One of the most prominent arises when one attempts to unify the elec-
troweak and strong interactions in a grand unified theory, GUT. The symme-
tries of such a theory would only be evident at extremely high energies close to





 ). Furthermore, GUTs usually contain mas-
sive Higgs-like objects whose interactions with the Standard Model Higgs act
to destabilize its mass unless precise cancellations can be arranged. A pro-
posed solution to this so-called “hierarchy problem” is supersymmetry [16].
It predicts that every fermion has a partner with the same quantum numbers
but with integer spin and every boson a fermionic partner. So far no super-
symmetric particle has been observed. This implies that the supersymmetric
particles must be very heavy. The theory is, however, well accepted by the
physics community as a possible scenario and several searches for supersym-
metric particles are in progress or planned for future experiments.
2.2 Hadron production in 

 annihilation
In the physics relating to hadrons and hadronisation, it is convenient to define
a parton as a quark or a gluon. The concept originates from early studies of the
proton structure where the partons were defined as the constituents of a proton.
During the first phase of LEP, electrons and positrons were collided at the
centre-of-mass energy2 corresponding to the   resonance. The produced  
decays into a lepton pair or a 
 
 pair where the latter provides an excellent
2The centre-of-mass energy is frequently denoted by   .
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source for studies of the hadronisation process. Contrary to hadron collisions,
at least the initial state of the quarks is well known. Although the initial phase
of the event is well understood, it is not obvious how a multi-hadron final state
is produced from the initial colour-charged quarks, moving in opposite direc-
tions. Naively one could expect the final state to be a well defined ’simple’
mixture of gluons and the two initial quarks. In such a world the description











for all possible gluon multiplicities. This is not, however, what is seen in the
real world. The solution is to study the time evolution of the process. Ini-
tially, the quarks are loosely bound and essentially free. The effective strong
coupling constant  is small (see eq. 2.1) which allows for a perturbative
description. As time evolves, the quarks emit softer gluons until the effec-
tive  becomes too large for a perturbative evaluation. At this point the
process enters the hadronisation phase where the colour singlet states (i.e.,









Figure 2.1. Soft gluon emission.
is not an interaction between
partons far away in phase-
space. At the time-scale
for the hadronisation, the
force between partons with
large separation would be
huge and completely upset the
structure of the final state.
The long-distance interactions
are decoupled as a conse-
quence of the dynamics of soft
gluon emission by the evolv-
ing quark and the colour flow
structure [17].
The concept of soft gluon
emission is important. Be-
ing soft, their Compton wave-
length is long which means
they cannot resolve short-
distance effects of the interaction. They are, in fact, only sensitive to the colour
charge of the emitting quark or hard gluon. Soft gluons are abundantly emitted




behavior. Let us assume
a process where an off-shell photon decays into a 

 pair and where a soft
gluon is emitted from the quark (figure 2.1). It can be shown that the angle
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between the emitted gluon and the quark (
Q
) must be less than the angle be-
tween the quark and the anti-quark (  ). A small angle is also favoured as the









 [17]. If another soft gluon
is emitted it will again be favoured in the forward region but, now, the limit-
ing cone is defined by the previous gluon and the quark line. As subsequent
gluons are emitted, the radiation is confined within smaller and smaller angles




Another important observation is that the interference between diagrams
where the quark emits a soft gluon and diagrams where a gluon is emitted







colours) compared with the individual amplitudes. This means that the two
different cases can be seen as emitters of two incoherent colour currents. An
important consequence of the angular ordering and the colour flow structure, is
the kind of pre-confinement achieved by the arranging of the partons in colour-
singlet clusters close in phase space and thereby decoupling long-distance in-
teractions. Hadronisation is therefore confined within the collimated beam of
partons. In experiments, the collimating via angular ordering is observed as
a narrow so called jet of particles. Basic properties of the jets such as mul-
tiplicity, mass, broadening and number of particles are all independent of the






 GeV and ! is an integer depending on the observable.
This fact is referred to as “hadron-parton duality”.
In the study of jets, so called event shape variables are frequently used.
They are designed to be infrared safe, i.e., insensitive to soft gluon radiation.



















where the vectors  

are the momenta of the particles within the jet and

is the
so called thrust vector, i.e., the direction for which the right-hand side becomes
maximal. The thrust vector is often used as an estimator of the original quark or
gluon direction. It is possible to predict the average thrust value. A calculation
















is the so called colour factor. This relation has been used to
measure  in, e.g., [18].
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2.2.1 Hadrons and Local Parton-Hadron Duality
The formation of individual hadrons involves small momentum transfers and,
therefore, a large effective : . It is not anymore possible to do the calcula-
tions perturbatively. Thus, predictions need to rely on a model describing the
formation of the hadrons. For the inclusive jet properties a cut-off 
 

GeV defines a limit where the perturbative approach starts to fail. One ap-
proach is to take this duality one step further by lowering the cut-off of the





 MeV. It is
evident that quantities counting individual hadrons in the final state must de-
pend on 

since a low cut-off implies a higher multiplicity and vice versa.
The hypothesis of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD) [19, 20] states that
the hadronic spectra at high energies are proportional to the partonic ones with
a cut-off at the mass scale of the hadrons. In order to be able to use LPHD for
quantitative predictions, an analytical framework for the evolution of the par-
tonic cascade is required. The Modified Leading Logarithmic Approximation
(MLLA) is particularly well suited as it is the only framework taking fully into
account the boundary condition of the low 

cut-off [21]. In the framework


















where the indices  and
;















A derivation of the full expression can be found in [21]. Assuming LPHD, the







is a function dependent on 

and the energy and opening an-
gle of the jet. An important property of
ﬀ&ﬂ "!$#
is that at high energies it is
insensitive to the cut-off. The spectrum thus approaches a limiting behaviour.
A striking feature of the spectrum is the so called hump-backed plateau [20],
i.e, the damping of the multiplicity of particles at high

 (i.e., low - ). It is
one of the fundamental predictions of QCD. The shape can be understood as
being a consequence of the colour coherence structure. Equation 2.15 can be
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is a normalisation factor [22].
The above has so far only concerned inclusive hadron-production of light
hadrons such as pions. An approach to estimate the spectra of the “massive”
hadrons (   , - , ...) is to truncate the partonic cascade at different cut-off val-
ues corresponding to the individual hadron masses. LPHD-MLLA, however,
give no recipe for relating the cut-off value with the masses and quantum-
numbers of the hadrons. Still, by implementing a higher 

in the formalism
developed within the framework of LPHD-MLLA, certain observable predic-
tions can be made. The main general effect of a higher 

is a shift of the
average ( 

) and width (   ) towards lower values. Analytical expressions for
the shifts have been calculated and can be found in [23]. Due to the skewness
of the distorted Gaussian, the peak position (

) is expected to differ from the


















































and !$# is the number of active quark flavours.
2.2.2 Monte Carlo Generators
The LPHD-MLLA gives predictions of particle spectra with an impressive
agreement with data [24]. For generators of, e.g.,       hadronic events, how-
ever, Monte Carlo techniques are required for generating the full final state.
Such generators divide the calculations into four phases as in figure 2.2. The
first phase is well calculable using electro-weak theory. For the second phase,
a partonic cascade is generated as described in the previous section. The sub-
sequent step of transforming the generated partons into observable hadrons
is a soft process which means a large effective coupling constant. Hence, a
model is required to describe the process. Two popular so called fragmenta-
tion models are frequently used: Cluster Model and String Model. The cluster
model [25] follows from the colour-singlet clustering described in section 2.2.
All gluons formed in the parton cascade are forced to split into 

 pairs. Since























A B C D
Figure 2.2. Hadronic  

  annihilation divided into four phases: A the well-
defined QED phase, B perturbative gluon-radiation, C non-perturbative hadro-
nisation phase where the hadrons are formed, and D the decay of unstable
hadrons.
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these pairs have a net colour-charge, quarks nearby in phase space are clustered
into colour-singlets. A cluster decays either into smaller clusters or directly
into hadrons, governed by the density of states and available phase space. The
model is universal in the sense that it does not matter what process (      ,
- -
>
  - , etc) initiated the hadronisation process. As long as the QCD scale
+
,2-/.
and the partonic cut-off 

are fixed, the spectrum of produced hadrons
will be essentially the same.
The string model [26] uses a different picture where the quark and anti-
quark are connected by a colour flow, a string. As the quarks are separated by
a larger distance, the tension in the string increases until it breaks up into 


pairs connected by strings. Each of these pairs can either fragment further if
the energy in the string is enough, or form a hadron. Processes with gluons
such as 

 are allowed by the model. In such cases the colour string stretches
from the quark to the anti-quark via the gluon, leading to a kink on the string
corresponding to the energy of the gluon. In order for a real 

 pair to be pro-
duced from the string, the 
 and 
 have to be separated by a certain distance
such that the string tension corresponds to the mass of the pair. Quantum me-
chanics dictates, however, that they have to be produced at one point such that
the quark flavour is locally conserved. The virtual quarks are then tunneled out
some distance in order to become real massive objects. This implies a suppres-











 . The suppression of each quark flavour relative






    . Heavy quarks are,
therefore, not expected to be produced in soft fragmentation.
The sharing of energy and momentum in the breaking up of the strings is
described by a fragmentation function. A common choice is the ’Lund sym-






















and   are free parameters and 4
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 . This function is symmetric in the sense that it allows
fragmentation breakup of the string from any direction. A consequence of this
symmetry requirement is the explicit dependence on the quark mass. Another
feature of the mass dependence is to harden the spectrum for heavy quarks. At
an early stage, before LEP data, it was observed that the Lund fragmentation
function produced somewhat too hard spectrum for B mesons. To deal with
this discrepancy, functions specially designed for heavy quarks were created.
The most commonly used function was the so called Peterson fragmentation






















quarks. With a recent pre-
cision measurement from SLD 3, the Peterson function is disfavoured whereas
the Lund Symmetric function shows very good agreement with data [29].
It is not obvious how baryons are produced since, in the first approximation,
the models assume grouping of colour singlet 

 pairs. A solution is by in-
troducing the production of diquarks. Instead of producing a 

 pair when
breaking a string, the possibility exists that a diquark and an anti-diquark are
produced. They can be grouped together with neighbouring single quarks and
form baryons [30]. This mechanism implies that baryons from fragmentation
should be created in pairs, close in phase space and with zero total baryon num-
ber. Measurements on correlations between baryon pairs [31, 32, 33], however,
show that this simple model is not enough. A better agreement with observed
data is achieved by introducing the probability that one or more mesons can
be produced in between the two baryons. This is modeled with the Popcorn
model [34, 35]. In principle it allows for an unlimited amount of mesons in
between the baryons. In order to simplify the calculations, however, only a
maximum of one meson is normally allowed in generators. Experimental data
on correlated baryon pairs is well reproduced by Lund string fragmentation
with a popcorn model.
Several Monte Carlo event generators exists. Among the most popular
are JETSET [36], ARIADNE [37] and HERWIG [38]. The first two use the
string model and the last one, the cluster model. Throughout this thesis, Monte
Carlo based on JETSET was used mainly because it is the standard generator
at DELPHI and that it is well-tuned to the observed data [39].
2.3 B-hadron decay
In the following sections, the decay properties of B-hadrons will be discussed.
For the sake of readability, only particles and not anti-particles are referred






3SLD was an experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC), a linear 

 collider
which operated at energies corresponding to the  boson.
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From the weak interaction point of view, the B-hadron decay can be di-
vided into three different classes:

' purely leptonic decays where the two
quarks in a meson annihilate and produce leptons,

 ' semi-leptonic decays
where the heavy quark decays weakly and the produced   decays into a lep-
ton pair, and

  ' non-leptonic decays where the
 
-quark decays weakly and
the
  decays into a quark pair. Although the weak decay structure is sim-
ple, strong interaction effects complicate the picture. The more quarks found
in the final state, the more complicated interaction. For the purely leptonic
channel, strong interaction effects can be described by a single parameter, a
so called decay constant. In the semi-leptonic case, an invariant form-factor is
required which depends on the momentum transfer between the hadrons. The
non-leptonic decays have a very complicated strong interaction structure and,
until recently, tools were not available to do reliable calculations.
The modern understanding of the heavy hadron decay dynamics exploits
the large
 





 ) leading to a relatively small effec-






the interaction is, therefore, per-




behave very much like




Figure 2.3. Atom like heavy hadron
with the relevant length scales.
with light quark constituents such as
 

mesons. Still, the heavy quark
mass simplifies the situation. An im-
portant observation is that the mo-
mentum exchange between the light











fore, the light quarks cannot resolve
the quantum numbers of the heavy
quark since the Compton wavelength









Hence, the light constituents are blind to the flavour and also the spin of the
heavy quark. There is, therefore, an effective spin-flavour symmetry often re-
ferred to as the heavy-quark symmetry [40]. An analogy from chemistry to the
flavour symmetry is the fact that different isotopes have essentially the same
chemistry. Of course, the situation is not exactly the same since it is a colour
field generating the dynamics of the heavy hadron. Another important prop-
erty of heavy hadrons is that the hadronic mass is dominated by the heavy
quark. This means that the motion of the heavy quark is negligible in the
4The following arguments also work for  -quarks, but to a lesser degree.
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hadron rest frame. With the characteristics presented above, the heavy hadron
can be pictured as an atom like system with a central static source of colour


















change to another heavy-quark which differs only in flavour and spin, would
not change the configuration of the light degrees of freedom assuming small
corrections due to the finite heavy-quark mass. This observation allows for















































which agrees well with the predictions.
The above discussed heavy quark symmetries are formally described by what
is known as Heavy-Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [42]. Including the light






























describes short distance effects such as spin and a finite quark
mass. In the limit of an infinite heavy quark mass, only the spin-flavour term
is retained. For further details on the full Lagrangian and its consequences, the
reader is referred to [42, 43].
2.3.1 B-hadron lifetimes
Naively, it can be expected that the lifetime of any non-excited B-hadron is





lifetimes for different B-hadrons. In such a simple model, the light constituents
will be decoupled from the dynamics and only act as spectators. Hence, it is
often referred to as the Spectator Model. Not surprisingly, the current world
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Figure 2.4. B-hadron lifetime fractions compared with theoretical expecta-
tions.
































































much lower than 


. It should be noted that
although it is difficult, it is by no means excluded within the theoretical frame-




















with    and    contours. They can be compared with the theoretical expecta-
tions obtained using a parametrisation [44] where the parameters are randomly
chosen within a large range. It seems that the measured point is outside the
cluster of theoretical predictions although there are a few points within the   
contour. If this discrepancy persists with higher precision measurements, the
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theory might be in trouble. Currently the
+

lifetime has been calculated with







 . It could be argued that higher order correc-
tions are sizeable and need to be included. This is partly contradicted, how-
ever, by the success in predicting the different lifetime fractions for charmed
hadrons. If higher order corrections are significant, then one would expect that









would in turn imply that the success in the charm sector is largely accidental
and that it would not survive more precise measurements [45]. The puzzle of
the B-baryon lifetime is as of this writing not yet resolved.
2.3.2 Charged Particle Production in B-hadron Decays
When a
 
quark is produced, it will quickly hadronise 5 Either it will form
a baryon or, more likely, a meson. In the case of a baryon, the production





. Mesons have a more
complex production scheme. Initially, certain excited states are formed. They




 can decay to ground states where the light quark has









the fractions thereafter. Note, e.g., that the
 
 
 does only decay to




Current world averages of B-hadron fractions, lifetimes and masses are given
in table 2.2.
The momentum spectra of charged particles produced in B-hadron decays
are significantly harder than those produced in soft fragmentation or events
initiated by light quarks. This is a natural consequence of the hard fragmen-
tation function in heavy quark events. Inclusive spectra of individual particle
species show similar behaviour. The shapes, however, show slight variations
due to different decay dynamics. For example, protons from B-meson decays
are expected to be slightly softer than from B-baryons due to the fact that in
the former case a proton must be created together with an accompanying anti-
baryon in order to conserve baryon number. In the DELPHI tuned Monte Carlo
the expected shift in the average momentum is of the order of 6%. Of course
it is quite possible that reality behaves quite differently. The process of baryon
production in fragmentation is not a very well understood area.
5At LEP energies a small fraction of charmed B-mesons are produced. Since the production
fraction is very small, they are not included in this discussion.
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Protons from B-hadron decays are expected to largely originate from B-
baryons. Hence, the shape of the proton momentum spectrum in B-hadron de-
cays is sensitive to the B-baryon production fraction to a certain degree. The
uncertainties are, however, too large in order to experimentally separate tracks
from B-baryons and B-mesons using only the momentum spectrum. Never-
theless, the proton spectrum from B-hadron decays is an important source of
information when studying inclusive B-baryon properties. For example, the
integrated rate of protons has been measured in  





 resonance [48, 49] where only the two lightest B-mesons are produced.
It can be compared with the corresponding rate at the   resonance where, in
addition, B-baryons and    mesons are produced. The number of observed
























































Note that with “
+

” here implies all B-baryons since it is very difficult to dis-
tinguish protons from different kinds of B-baryons. The fractions
;
  has
been measured directly whereas
;

 has been deduced from measuring the








, the fraction of
B-baryons can therefore be obtained from the fact that the fractions must add
up to unity. With the additional assumption that the proton production in   
decays is similar to that of the light B-mesons, the proton rate from B-baryons
can be extracted.
Kaon production is less strongly coupled to the originating B-hadron. A
slightly lower kaon production from B-baryons compared with B-mesons is
predicted by simulations. Since B-mesons are clearly dominating, the effect
is expected to be small. It is nevertheless important to measure the kaon rate
since, together with the protons, they provide important input when comparing
generators with data. Furthermore, kaons are copiously produced in B-hadron
decays and will therefore be a potentially strong background for experimental
proton identification. The effect is evident in the analysis presented in this
thesis.
6The fraction of charged B-hadrons is dominated by 

with a small contribution of charged
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Figure 2.5. B-hadron production and decay scheme with fractions in % used by the DELPHI tuned Monte Carlo [39]. In
the plot, the various B-mesons are given with their radial excitation (  ) and total spin (  ) quantum numbers. The picture is











Table 2.2. Production fractions, masses and lifetimes of B-hadrons where current world averages are from [47] and
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Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic.
Arthur C. Clarke
In order to observe the full structure of an  

  event, the information must
somehow be sampled by a setup of appropriate detectors. Most detector tech-
niques involve measuring the ionisation caused by a track. Some are sen-
sitive to the position of an interacting track and is therefore useful for re-
constructing a track. If the detector is within a magnetic field, the detected
charged tracks will curve depending on the kinematics thus adding the essen-
tial momentum information. Furthermore, by measuring the specific energy
loss in some medium and using the momentum information from the tracking,
charged particle identification can be obtained.
The DELPHI detector combines a powerful tracking and charged particle
identification possibilities and is the result of many years of development in a
rich international collaboration. It has been in operation at the Large Electron
Positron collider (LEP) at CERN since 1989 and is, as of this writing, closing
down after more than 10 years of successful operation. This chapter will give
an overview on the LEP collider and the DELPHI detector. More details on
LEP and DELPHI can be found in [50] and [51], respectively.
3.1 The LEP collider
Colliding electrons and positrons at high energies and high luminosities is a
formidable task. LEP, situated at the French-Swiss border between the Jura
31
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mountains and Genève, has provided  

   collisions for over 10 years. It is
a circular storage ring and accelerator with an circumference of 26.7 km and
it is mounted on the average 100 m below surface. The construction began in
late 1983 and the accelerator was ready for collisions in summer 1989.
It ran under two main phases; LEP I and LEP II. During the first phase










c) thus providing the first
source for precision measurements of the   mass and width. In late 1995
the machine was upgraded with super-conducting RF cavities. With the new














 GeV. This has made it possible to do high precision
  
physics. Later, the energy was pushed up beyond the original design limit
by making use of various tricks. During the last year of operation it has been
running at more than 100 GeV per beam, reaching a maximum of just above
104 GeV.
An important aspect of the running of LEP is the measurement and cali-
bration of the beam energy. The uncertainty on the beam energy propagates
directly into energy sensitive measurements such as the masses of   and  

.
During the LEP I phase, so called Resonant Depolarisation (RD) was used for
energy calibration [52]. With this method, the beam energy was monitored








   . Unfortunately the method
breaks down at beam energies above 55 GeV. Therefore, at LEP II other so-
lutions had to be adopted [53, 54]. One method attempts to estimate the total
magnetic field integral along the LEP pipe. It uses 16 NMR probes to sample
the integral where the relationship between the measurement and the unknown







GeV). It is assumed that the relationship is linear thus allowing for an extrapo-
lation to higher energies. The linearity has been verified at low energies where
RD measurements are possible. This method yields a precision of about 25
MeV.














where the   is on-shell. The centre-of-mass energy can be re-
constructed by performing a kinematical fit of the observed fermion pair and








The improving of the energy-calibration is an ongoing activity. It is ex-
pected that many of the new methods developed will be usable to recalibrate
old data. Since 1999 a spectrometer has been installed with the purpose of
directly measuring the beam energy. The spectrometer consists of a dipole
magnet positioned along the beam. When the beam passes through, it will be
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Figure 3.1. Integrated luminosities recorded by all experiments at LEP since
1989 until the last run in 2000. For 1994 and 1995 the total observed luminos-
ity was about 64.4 and 47.0 pb  , respectively. The high luminosities at higher
energies are required to compensate for the low cross-section outside the  
peak.
deflected by a small angle
 
. By carefully measuring this deflection and










. It turns out to give a very good precision of less than
8











It is interesting to note that the energy calibration is very sensitive to some
external effects. The tidal variations with different phases of the moon affect
the radius of the accelerator ring and, therefore, the energy. Another source
of disturbance is from the leak currents generated by the French high-speed
trains (TGV). They propagate through the ground, down to the LEP tunnel,
charging the beam pipe and thus affecting the energy. All these effects are
well understood and taken into account in the energy calibration procedure.
The luminosity produced by LEP depends on several parameters. It can be
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is the LEP revolution frequency (11.25kHz),
	
is the number of
electron or positron bunches (4 or 8),   (   ) are the number of electrons






   ) and     are the bunch dimensions per-


















b  s  re-
spectively 1. A plot of the time integrated luminosity observed and averaged
over the LEP experiments is found in figure 3.1.
There are four interaction points at LEP with the following detector systems:
DELPHI - DEtector with Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification
ALEPH - Apparatus for LEP PHysics
L3 - Letter of intent 3
OPAL - Omni Purpose Apparatus for LEP
All have been running successfully since 1989, collecting altogether about 15
million hadronic   events and several thousands of  

events [56].
3.2 The DELPHI detector
DELPHI, like the three other complex detectors at LEP, is the result of a
large international effort, involving more than 500 physicists from 22 coun-
tries world-wide. The apparatus is roughly a cylinder with a radius of more
than 6 m and a length of about 10 m and with a total weight of 3500 tons. Its
aim is to provide powerful particle identification, tracking and vertex identifi-
cation over most of the full
3
ﬀ solid angle. As a whole, the detector is a system
consisting of 19 sub-detectors and a super-conducting solenoid which provides
the magnetic field for momentum reconstruction. The cylinder consists of two
identical halves, divided by a mid-wall structure at
 
 . Each cylinder half
is in turn sub-divided into a barrel part and an end-cap (forward region). The
end-caps can be moved independently of the barrel, thus allowing for access
to the inner detectors. All parts contain sub-detectors for tracking, calorimetry


















Table 3.1. The acceptance of the sub-detectors at DELPHI and their usage. Note that the angular acceptances of the
forward detectors are only given for one half of the DELPHI cylinder although identical units exist in both halves.
Detector Acceptance Tracking Calori- Lumino- Trigger Particle
  [cm]     [deg] metry sity id.
VD 6.3/9.0/10.9  13.5 25-155  
ID 12-28  40 17-163  
TPC 35-111  134 20-160   
OD 197-206  232 42-138  
FCA 30-103 155-165 11-32  
FCB 53-195 267-283 11-36  
BRICH 123-197  155 45-135 
FRICH 45-180 172-266 15-35 
MUB 445/485  370 52-128   
MUF 70-460 463/500 9-43   
MUS 580-680 530-640 42-52  
HPC 208-260  254 43-137   
HCAL, bar 320-479  380 43-137  
HCAL, fwd 65-460 340-489 11-49  
FEMC 40-227 284-324 8-35   
STIC 6.5-42 218-232 1.7-10.6 
VSAT 6-8 770-780 0.3-0.4 
TOF 320  380 41-139 
HOF 70-460 500 9-43 
























Small Angle Tile Calorimeter

















Figure 3.2. The DELPHI detector.
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Table 3.2. Resolution for the tracking detectors at DELPHI.
Tracking Resolution [mm]
detector           
VD 0.0076 0.009 -
ID jet 0.05 - -
ID prop - 0.5-1.0 -
TPC 0.25 0.9 -
OD 0.11 35 -
MUB 2 11 -
FCA - - 0.29
FCB - - 0.15
MUF - - 5
and particle identification. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic picture of the DEL-
PHI detector and table 3.1 gives a summary of the geometrical acceptance and
main usage of the individual sub-detectors.
This chapter will give an overview of DELPHI and its sub-detectors. It will
also discuss aspects of running the detector, data acquisition and processing
of the raw data. The coordinate system used is as follows: z-axis along the
beam line with positive being in the direction of the electron beam, x-axis
points straight up and the y-axis is defined such as to complete a right-handed
coordinate system. Since DELPHI has a cylindrical shape, it is also natural to





The following overview of the sub-detectors of DELPHI is mainly based
on reference [57], unless otherwise stated.
3.2.1 Tracking devices
The common purpose of the tracking detectors is to provide data to reconstruct
the observed track as well as possible in terms of geometry, momentum and
charge. Several different detectors are used to take care of the various aspects
and requirements of the tracking system. Below, each subsystem will be dis-
cussed starting with the innermost detector and going outwards. A summary
of their resolutions is given in table 3.2.
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Vertex Detector (VD)
The relatively long lifetime of B-hadrons and the strong boost, leads to ver-
tices, significantly displaced with respect to the interaction point. In order to
reconstruct these secondary vertices, a so called vertex detector is required.
The DELPHI vertex detector consists of three concentrical layers of silicon
strip detectors located at 6.3, 9.0 and 10.9 cm from the beam (figure 3.3).
Each layer is 24 cm long and consists of 24 sectors. In 1994, the length of
the innermost layer was increased to 27 cm thus increasing the total angular













. At extreme angles,
however, only one layer can be hit. It is often better to require that a track can







Figure 3.3. Silicon strip layout of the VD.
The first design allowed only
to measure in 

. For the 1994
running, the VD was upgraded
by making the innermost and
outermost layers double-sided
and thus adding the capabil-
ity of measuring in

. Tracks
passing the VD would nor-
mally hit at most 3 layers.
In order to obtain a high
resolution, alignment of the
strips is necessary. At LEP I,







for this purpose. These events
are very clean, easily identi-
fied and the tracks originate from the interaction point of DELPHI thus al-










A very important observable measured by the vertex detector is the impact
parameter. It is defined as the closest perpendicular distance between the track
and the interaction point. Its resolution has three distinct contributions. Firstly,
the uncertainty originating from the reconstruction of the VD point and the
track extrapolation (  

). The second source is multiple scattering in the beam
pipe and VD material (  

). Finally, the interaction point (normally denoted
as primary vertex) is reconstructed with a certain degree of uncertainty which
leads to a contribution to the resolution (  	
 ). Hence, the total resolution can

















The angular and momentum dependence of the impact parameter resolution











































where the momentum is given in GeV
)
c. At high momentum, the resolution
is almost independent of the angle. It increases towards extreme angles which
can be understood as a consequence of the decreased effective area of the sil-
icon strip. The resolution at extreme angles is also degraded due to the fact
that fewer layers are visible from the track’s point of view. Examples of ob-
served impact parameter distributions are given in figure 3.4. Note that the
single Gaussian fits reproduce well the peak but not the tails where the contri-
butions from multiple scattering and interaction point reconstruction become
important.
Inner Detector (ID)
The Inner Detector is cylindrical with a radius between 12 and 28 cm. It con-
sists of two parts: the Jet Chamber (   
ﬂ




cm). The jet chamber is subdivided into 24 sectors in  , each of which con-
tains 24 anode wires radially mounted along the

-axis in the middle of each
sector. When a track passes through a sector, the electrons released by the
ionisation will drift towards the anode wires and eventually be picked up by
them. A consequence of this design is that, using only the jet chamber, there
is a left-right ambiguity in the sense that it is not possible to resolve on which
side of the wires the track passed.
Surrounding the Jet Chamber there are 5 layers of Multi-Wire Proportional
Chambers (MWPC) with 192 sense wires and 192 cathode strips. The sense
wires are sensitive to

thus providing information to resolve the above men-
tioned left-right ambiguity of the jet chamber. In addition, the cathode strips
provide tracking information in

. The observed single-wire resolution is of






 mm for one MWPC layer in

.






































































-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Figure 3.4. The measured impact parameter distributions in   and  for low
(left) and high (right) momentum tracks with near perpendicular azimuthal
angle. The peaks of the distributions are fitted by Gaussians and the obtained
resolutions are printed in each plot.
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s) on whether a track originates from the primary vertex or not.
Therefore, the ID is important for the fast trigger system.
Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
For a high precision 3D track measurement, a powerful tracking is required.
Although there are several detectors with tracking capabilities, it is the TPC
which is the main tracker of DELPHI. It consists of two cylindrical drift-











  by a high-tension plate, thus providing in total a 268 cm long








When a track passes through the detector, it will ionise the detector gas
(80% argon and 20% methane). The produced electrons are then drifted with
a known velocity (6.7 cm/
D
s) to the end-cap where they are detected by one
out of 6 MWPCs. Each MWPC contains 192 sense wires and 16 concentric
and equally spaced rows of circular pads. The data is collected by flash ADCs
providing both the timing and the shape of the signal. For a non-looping track,
a maximum of 16 space points can be reconstructed. The shape of the signal
provides an estimator of the specific energy loss. Hence, together with the
momentum measurement, particle identification is obtained, in particular for











Since the radial size of the TPC is limited by the barrel RICH detector, an outer
tracking detector was installed outside the barrel RICH. It is very important as
it provides tracking points far away from the beam line. Adding the OD to the
tracking improves the momentum resolution by a large factor. Furthermore,
information from the OD is used together with the ID for a fast trigger.
The OD is 4.7 m long and situated between 197 cm and 206 cm from the
beam axis. It is subdivided into 24 modules each with 160 drift-tubes arranged
in 5 layers. Three of the layers are capable of yielding

information by means





m and independent of the drift distance. In

it is about 3.5 cm.
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Barrel Muon Chambers (MUB)
The Barrel Muon Chambers are installed outside the solenoid. They can there-
fore not be used for momentum measurements but they do provide data for
reconstructing the track. MUB consists of 1372 drift-chambers arranged in 24
sectors. Each sector is divided into three different modules where the inner-
most is embedded in the hadron calorimeter after 90 cm of iron and the others
are outside after another 20 cm of iron. The inner module contains 3 layers
of drift-chambers where two are read out and the third is left as a backup. In
the outer modules, there are two layers of in total 7 chambers. One layer con-
tains 4 chambers and the other 3 which are staggered with respect to the first
layer. This setup allows for a solution to the left-right ambiguity similar to that
of the ID. The detector gives a full 3D point reconstruction with a measured
resolution for extrapolated tracks of 2 mm in 

and 11 mm in

. Apart from
providing tracking information, the detector is also used for identification of
muons and triggering.
Forward Chambers (FCA and FCB)
The forward chambers A and B are the main tracking detectors in the forward
region. FCA consists of two modules mounted next to the end flange on each
side of the TPC, 155 cm from the interaction point along

. Each module
consists of three staggered double layers of drift tubes. In order to optimize the
reconstruction of space points, the three double layers are rotated     relative

























mrad. Apart from providing
tracking in the forward region, FCA also gives input for the trigger.
The FCB consists of 4 independent modules, 2 at each end-cap. Each unit
is located 275 cm from the interaction point. A module consists of a drift
chamber with 12 sense wire planes separated by cathode plates. The sense
wire planes are pairwise rotated     relative the neighboring planes. Hence,
the coordinates of a signal are measured 4 times which provides a redundancy,
important for tracking in high multiplicity events.
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Forward Muon Chamber (MUF)
Like the forward chambers, the MUF consists of two modules, one at each
end-cap. Each module is subdivided into two detection planes. The first plane
is located within the forward hadron calorimeter behind   85 cm iron and the
second is behind another 20 cm of iron and the forward scintillators. Each
detector plane is   m

and 8 cm thick. They are subdivided into four
equal-sized quadrants, each containing 22 double layered drift chambers. To
improve the tracking, the two layers are rotated     relative each-other.
The detector provides data for tracking in
	
and  with a resolution of
about 5 mm. Similarly to the MUB it also provides muon identification since
the thick iron preceding the chambers effectively absorb any other charged
particles.
Surround Muon Chambers (MUS)
Although the MUB and MUF provide muon identification in the barrel and
forward region, they do not fully cover all of the 3 ﬀ solid angle. In order to











MUS was installed in 1994. On each end-cap, there are four stations covering
the gaps at the top, bottom and the sides. Each station is inclined by about    
in order to be more or less perpendicular with the incoming tracks. Similarly
to the MUB and MUF, the units consist of two staggered sense wire layers of
drift tubes. In addition there are orthogonal copper strips providing a second










 cm [59]. It is the strips which are the most important
source of information for the azimuthal measurement. Due to certain geomet-
rical restrictions, there are still a few regions in

which are not covered by any
muon chamber.
Combined Tracking
In order to obtain a combined tracking using all the detectors above, a global
alignment is necessary. At LEP I it was achieved by using large statistics of
di-muons from   decays. During the LEP II running, short periods were ded-
icated for runs at the   mass in order to obtain di-muon events for alignment.
Since the statistics is much lower at LEP II, also cosmics were used. Further-
more, the understanding of subtle effects in the tracking system has greatly
improved over the years thus allowing for a good alignment despite the low
statistics [60].
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For the alignment procedure a reference needs to be chosen. The OD is




coordinates since its wire positions
are known to a precision of 30
D
m, with a good time stability, from optical and
mechanical surveys. It also provides a long lever-arm relative to the interaction
point. The origin of the

axis has proven to be well defined by the TPC.
As a first step of the alignment, the position of the VD relative the OD is
found. A problem arises at this point since the tracking of the OD is not suf-
ficiently precise in order to extrapolate to the VD. To overcome this difficulty,
the back-to-back muons are treated as one track. It is now possible to fit the
VD position with the extrapolated track, treating the VD as a rigid object. The
result is then translated according to the

axis obtained by the TPC. In a sec-
ond step, the ID and TPC are aligned in 

, followed by the forward detectors.
Before any global alignment is possible, it is necessary that each sub-detector
has undergone an internal alignment.
When the tracking alignment is completed, other non-tracking detectors
such as the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (HPC) and the RICH detectors
can use the tracking for internal alignment.
As mentioned before, the curvature of the tracks is a measure of the mo-
mentum. Hence the momentum resolution of the tracking system may be stud-
ied by using the same muon-pair events. The best obtained resolution is ob-
tained using all tracking detectors. For the barrel region it is approximately















c   . In the forward re-



































c can be probed. At other momenta the resolu-
tion is estimated by comparing the simulated and reconstructed momentum in
simulated hadronic   decays.
3.2.2 Calorimetry
A calorimeter can be viewed as a large block of matter where tracks entering
deposit all their energy and, generating a cascade of lower energy particles.
These will in turn react with the surrounding material and eventually all en-
ergy will be absorbed and dissipated as heat. A more practical design for
particle physics experiments is to divide the calorimeter into sections of a high
density material interleaved with gaps of some ionisable gas. With a high volt-
age applied over the gas sections, they can essentially act as drift chambers
and thus detect the produced signal. Another option is to use a scintillating
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Table 3.3. Characteristics of the calorimeters at DELPHI.
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VSAT 6-8 770-780 0.3-0.4 24 

5 at 45 GeV
material as detecting medium where the signal is converted into low-energy
photons detectable by some kind of photo-sensitive device. The design using
several absorbers interleaved with a detecting medium is usually referred to as
a sampling calorimeter since it samples the evolution of the shower.
Calorimeters can be divided into two different types, electro-magnetic and
hadronic. The former aims, as the name suggests, to measure electro-magnetic
showers. They are easily modeled since electro-magnetic interactions are the-
oretically well understood. The fluctuations in the shower development for
electro-magnetic calorimeters are relatively small, leading to a good energy
resolution. Such calorimeters may be of the sampling type although they are
sometimes totally absorbing.
Hadronic calorimeters have a worse resolution compared with electro-
magnetic calorimeters since they attempt to measure the much less well de-
fined hadronic showers. Such a shower will contain many hadrons which will
interact strongly with the absorbing material. In the shower there will also be a
strong electro-magnetic component triggered by, e.g., neutral pions. Hadronic
calorimeters are almost exclusively of the sampling type. Their main use is for
detecting neutral hadrons such as neutrons and  
[
.
At DELPHI there are four electro-magnetic calorimeters: HPC, FEMC,
STIC (or SAT before 1994) and VSAT covering different
Q
-regions. The STIC,
SAT and VSAT are mainly used for luminosity measurements and will be dis-
cussed in section 3.2.3. All calorimeters except the FEMC are of the sampling
type. Also the hadron calorimeter, HCAL, is a sampling detector, using the
iron return yoke of the magnet as absorber. A summary of the since 1994
active calorimeters and their characteristics is given in table 3.3.
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High-density Projection Chamber (HPC)
The HPC [61] is the electro-magnetic detector covering the barrel region. It is
mounted outside the OD and inside the solenoid within            cm,
corresponding to 17.5 radiation lengths. Its length is just over 5 meters. The
detector consists of 6 rings each containing 24 modules where each module
consists of 41 layers of lead interleaved with 8 mm gas gaps. Each gas gap
acts as a drift chamber, detecting the electrons in the induced electro-magnetic
shower by the same principle as the TPC. The MWPC recording the signal





deduced from the drift-time. One of the detecting layers is a scintillating plate
instead of a drift chamber. Its signal is used as an input to a fast trigger. By
analysing Bhabha events (            ) where the kinematics is constrained


















in GeV  (3.5)
The spatial resolution defined by the granularity of the MWPCs and the un-











Forward Electro-magnetic Calorimeter (FEMC)
The FEMC uses lead-glass as absorber. There are 4532 truncated pyramidal
blocks of lead glass with a depth of 40 cm, arranged in a circle. The blocks are




  is applied in order to avoid particles escaping into the non-sensitive






















When a particle passes through the detector, it will create a shower of
particles. The charged particles with sufficiently high momentum will emit
Cherenkov photons, depending on the deposited energy, which are then de-
tected by photo-triodes. Similarly to the HPC, Bhabha events are used to de-






















in GeV  (3.6)
where the constants are observed to vary
8
 % between different years.
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Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
HCAL consists of 3 units, one in the barrel and one at each end-cap. As a










with a slight overlap at around
3
  
. Each calorimeter module consists of several layers of 5 cm thick iron,
interleaved by 2 cm of wire chamber. There are 20 layers in the barrel and 19
in the forward region. The iron actually forms the return yoke of the solenoid.














in GeV  (3.7)
3.2.3 Luminosity Measurements
It is very important to have a good measure of the luminosity. For luminosity
determination, Bhabha events are measured since they are theoretically very
well understood, have a high cross-section and a clear experimental signal.
The Very Small Angle Tagger (VSAT), Small Angle Tile Calorimeter (STIC)
and, prior to 1994, the Small Angle Tagger (SAT) are the dedicated luminosity
detectors available at DELPHI. In this overview the SAT is excluded as it is
not used since 1994.





7.7 m. Each unit consists of four identical silicon detector mod-
ules. In each module there are several layers of silicon detectors interleaved
by tungsten absorbers. The electro-magnetic shower develops in the absorbers
and its energy is sampled by the silicon detectors. There are also 3 planes of
silicon strips at different depths used to measure the transverse profile of the
shower. The angular acceptance of each VSAT unit is 5-7 mrad and the energy
resolution is 5% at 45.6 GeV.
The STIC is, like the VSAT, a sampling calorimeter. The two units are located
220 cm from the interaction point at both sides of DELPHI providing an angu-
lar acceptance between 29 and 185 mrad. Each unit is a sampling calorimeter
with lead-plates absorbers. The energy is measured using scintillators inter-
leaved between the absorbers. Two layers of silicon strips were inserted at two
different depths. Their purpose is to accurately determine the direction of the
shower. In front of the calorimeter there are 2 layers of scintillators which are
used to veto showers induced by neutral particles. From test beam measure-
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in GeV  (3.8)
which is in good agreement with observed resolutions since the installation.
3.2.4 Scintillator Counters
There are 3 sets of scintillator detectors at DELPHI providing information
for reliable triggering: the Time-of-flight Counters (TOF), the Forward Ho-
doscope (HOF) and the Hermeticity Taggers.
The TOF is mounted inside the barrel just outside the solenoid. It consists of
a single layer of 192 scintillator counters. Each counter is 354 cm long, 20
cm wide and 2 cm thick. Due to limitations from the support structure of the



































When a particle passes through the scintillator, a light pulse is generated and
propagated to both ends where the photo-multipliers detect the signals. Both
the arrival time and the shape of the pulse is recorded. With the aid of cosmic




correspond to   

  cm.
The HOF’s are the scintillator units in the forward regions. Each HOF contains
112 scintillator units which are between 1.5 and 4.5 m long, 20 cm wide and 1
cm thick. The HOF units provide a fast trigger for back-to-back muon pairs in
the forward regions.
In order to obtain full hermeticity, a set of lead-scintillators was installed in
1994 and 1995 to cover a number of serious “holes” in the system of electro-
magnetic calorimeters. The “holes” allowed particles to escape undetected
which was a major concern for, in particular, the LEP II sensitivity to new
physics. Three main regions where identified where scintillators were in-
stalled: the 3    taggers which cover a hole in the region between the forward
and barrel RICH detectors, the phi taggers which cover a few cracks between
the HPC and the solenoid cryostat system, and the     taggers which cover a
dead zone near the mid-wall.
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Figure 3.5. The    bands as observed in real data from DELPHI. Clear
separation between different particle types is visible in particular at low mo-
menta.
3.2.5 Particle Identification
A special feature of the DELPHI detector is its powerful particle identification
capabilities. It is capable of identifying photons, leptons ( 
	 , 	 ) and hadrons
( 	 ,  , 	 ,   ,   ,  ,

 , ﬀ ,

ﬀ , ﬁ , ﬁ ).
ﬂ Photons are identified directly by the FEMC or the HPC. If the photon
converts to an ﬃ! pair at an early stage, the conversion can be identi-
fied using the TPC and/or the RICH.
ﬂ Electrons can be identified by calorimetry in FEMC and HPC, by   
measurements from the TPC, or by the RICH.
ﬂ Muons are readily identified by any of the three muon chamber systems.
ﬂ Neutral hadrons are identified by a number of techniques. The   decays
into a photon pair which is identified by the HPC whereas neutrons and

 are identified using the hadron calorimeter. Identification of "
is obtained by reconstructing the secondary vertex of its decay to two
charged pions. By the same technique, ﬁ baryons are reconstructed from
their decay into a proton and a pion.
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  The capability of identifying charged hadrons over a large momentum






measurements by the TPC or the VD, and Cherenkov angle mea-
surements using the RICH detectors. The lower momentum limit for
identification is 30 MeV/
I








the ionisation measurement by the TPC (see figure 3.5) be-
comes useful for identification of kaons whereas the identification with
the RICH is not possible below 0.7 GeV/
I
. From about 1.3 GeV/
I
, the
RICH provides very powerful pion-kaon-proton separation possibilities
continuously up to around 40 GeV/
I
. The RICH detector system and its
particle identification will be treated in chapter 4.
DELPHI is unique among the four LEP experiments with its powerful particle






measurements which have difficulties for particle identification in
the region of crossing bands (cf figure 3.5). At higher momentum the kaon-
proton separation never reaches the same power as with the RICH.
3.2.6 Data Acquisition and Control
An advanced detector system such as DELPHI, requires a strict supervision
and man-power in order for it to run properly. For this purpose, there is an
online computer cluster which monitors and controls the detector systems and
the data acquisition. During the running period the system is supervised 24
hours a day by a group of 3 shifters. They monitor the Slow Control, Data
Acquisition and data quality (Quality Checking) and, if necessary take action
in order to improve the running.
Slow Control (SC)
The detector contains many sub-systems controlling gas-flow, cooling, heating,
leak detection, high-tension, etc, all of which require constant attention. In
many cases there are software controlled automatic procedures which resolve
possible problems. Quite often, however, automatic recovery does not work. In
such cases it is up to the shifter to take appropriate actions. The main objective
of the slow control system is thus to retain the detector in a good running
condition and maintain the safety. Any problem which may be relevant for
the future processing of the data is flagged and the information is stored in a
database.
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Data Acquisition (DAS)
The data acquisition and triggering involves complex electronics. For the data-
taking, it is vital that the system runs well. This is controlled by the Data Ac-
quisition System, DAS. Its read-out electronics is based on the Fastbus stan-
dard. The DAS is split into 20 partitions corresponding to the 16 sub-detectors
and the trigger system. In order to sample data only when there is an event,
a system of triggers is used [63]. There are four levels: T1, T2, T3 and T4
designed such as to handle large background rates. The first level, T1, is trig-
gered after 3
D
s mainly using information from the ID/OD for the barrel and
FCA/FCB for the forward region. At LEP I the T1 rate was about 400 Hz.
After a maximum of 39
D
s after a positive T1, the T2 will have verified or re-
jected the T1 decision using slow drift detectors such as the TPC or the HPC.
This reduces the trigger rate to 4 Hz. The data is now stored in a local Front
End Buffer (FEB). By using the full granularity of DELPHI, the data is fur-
ther filtered by T3 and stored in the Global Event Buffer (GEB). The trigger
rate is now reduced to 2 Hz. A fourth software trigger, T4, is applied which
classifies the events for physics and provides information for the online quality
checking. The hadronic event trigger efficiency is almost 100% over nearly the
entire solid angle. Data accepted by the trigger system is saved on tapes and
later processed by the offline system as described in next section.
Quality Checking (QC)
The quality of the data is monitored online in order to quickly spot subtle prob-
lems such as variations of drift velocities, dead sectors in chambers or prob-
lems with the data acquisition. Many histograms are created for this purpose
which are then checked by the QC shifter.
3.2.7 Data processing
Figure 3.6 gives the data flow for real and simulated data from the generation
to the physics analysis front-end. The simulation of events is described in sec-
tion 3.2.9. After having obtained the raw data, the geometry and momentum of
the tracks is reconstructed by the DELPHI ANAlysis package DELANA [64]
with the aid of the detector geometry and calibration database.
Reconstruction of the event starts with a calibration of the raw data ac-
cording to information from the database using code provided by the individ-
ual detector groups. Then, for each sub-detector, independent local pattern
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Figure 3.6. The processing chain of real and simulated data.
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searching algorithms construct the so called tracking elements (TE). The con-
tent of a TE might be one or more points as for the VD or whole reconstructed
track-segments from the TPC. It may also be energy deposited as in the HPC
or a number of other possibilities. In a second step, the TE’s are combined into
track candidates and fitted, taking into account multiple scattering and energy
loss in the material. The tracks are then extrapolated through the detector af-
ter which another stage of local pattern recognition is performed. Each found
track is re-fitted and associated with energy clusters in calorimeters and other
detectors with non-tracking TE’s. From the remaining energy clusters, neutral
tracks are created. Finally all tracks are combined in a reconstruction of the
primary vertex. Any problems encountered during the reconstruction stage are
flagged and the flags are stored together with the status of the corresponding
sub-detector given by the online monitoring.
The processed data is stored by the PXDST program on Data Summary
Tapes (DST) containing all the information needed for physics analysis. The
DST contains very detailed information about the event reconstruction and
sub-detector status. In order to reduce the data to a more practical size for
analysis, a Short DST is produced where the data is further analysed to ob-
tain basic physics information. Apart from four-vectors for all the tracks, it
includes
  second order corrections to the tracking and vertex fitting such as cali-




  tagging of  

,











 identification and secondary interactions
  special fixing of the RICH detectors
  charged hadron identification
At this stage, the size per hadronic event is reduced by a factor of 4, relative
the raw data, down to about 20 kbytes.
3.2.8 Hadronic Event Selection
The   can either decay leptonically producing two distinct tracks in case of
charged leptons, or hadronically producing 2 or more jets. In order to select
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hadronic events with high efficiency, certain criteria must be fulfilled. At LEP
I, the standard criteria for an accepted event are as follows
  at least 5 charged tracks where each track fulfils the requirements de-
scribed below
  the reconstructed energy of the charged tracks must exceed 15 GeV for
the whole event and be not less than 3 GeV in any of the hemispheres
  extreme forward events where many particles end up outside the accep-





















polar angle of the thrust vector defined in equation 2.11
To be accepted, each track must fulfil the following requirements
  track momentum greater than 0.4 GeV/
I




-     %
  track length at least 30 cm
  impact parameter in 

less than 4 cm
  ditto in

less than 10 cm






With the above cuts the efficiency for selecting hadronic Z events is above




 events and LAL collisions below
0.7% [57].
3.2.9 DELPHI Simulation
Many of the physics processes studied at DELPHI occur at very short dis-
tances not directly observable by the detector. In addition, the detector has
a certain efficiency and resolution which adds a smearing to whatever sig-
nal is to be studied. For the purpose of understanding the detector response
and interpreting the observed events, large samples of simulated data are pro-
duced. The simulation of an event proceeds in two steps, the generation of the
underlying physics process and the simulation of the subsequent detector re-
sponse. At DELPHI, the simulation system (DELSIM [65]), consists of three
parts: Firstly, the physics event generator, which at DELPHI is a tuned JETSET
version 7.3 [36] providing the underlying       interaction at the appropriate
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energy. Secondly, the detector simulation part where the generated tracks are
traced through the detector. The tracing is performed in steps through the
magnetic field. In each step the momentum and energy of the track is cor-
rected for effects like energy loss and multiple scattering. When a track passes
through the detector it may interact and cause secondary tracks. Using known
cross-sections, secondary tracks are allowed to be created and traced like or-
dinary tracks. Finally, the tracks are treated by detector specific code where
the response of each sub-detector is simulated. The free parameters of the
DELSIM generator part are regularly tuned and updated to conform with ob-
served data [39]. All relevant information of DELPHI and its sub-detectors are
stored in a database handled by the CARGO package [66] and accessed with
the DELPHI Detector Description Application Package, DDAPP [67].
As indicated above, the tracking is very detailed. In addition there are a
number of other processes possible which need to be taken into account. This
includes Compton scattering, pair production, bremsstrahlung and many more.
All effects are calculated using the detailed information on material and geom-
etry from the CARGO database. The full tracking is then used to calculate the
response of each detector affected by the track in terms of electrical signals,
thus producing simulated data in the same format as the real raw data read
out by the detector. From this point onwards the simulated data is treated in
exactly the same way as the real data.
A full simulation (FULLSIM) taking into account all effects, is very time
consuming. Therefore, there exists a less elaborate option for fast simulations
called FASTSIM [68]. It uses a simplified model where the detector responses
are parametrized using data or full simulation. This is useful for production of
large data samples containing, e.g., events with a special decay channel for an
analysis or a preliminary study.
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CHAPTER 4




Sweet is pleasure after pain.
from Alexander’s Feast by John Dryden
4.1 Cherenkov radiation
In a medium of a given refractive index ! , electro-magnetic waves propagate
at a speed less than their speed in vacuum. Using classical electro-dynamics,
it can be shown that a charged particle traversing such a medium at a speed
greater than the phase velocity of electro-magnetic waves will emit so called
Cherenkov radiation. It can be understood as an electro-magnetic shock-wave
very much like those produced by, e.g., super-sonic airplanes. The character-















is the velocity of the particle relative the speed of light in
vacuum. Basic relativistic kinematics gives that the relativistic velocity
 
is









































Figure 4.1. The Cherenkov angle dependence on the momentum of various
charged particles, in two media with different refractive indices.
where, for simplicity, the factors of
I
are omitted. Combining this equation
with equation 4.1, an expression for the relation between the mass of the par-












Solving equation 4.3 for
Q
-
and plotting it for various masses as a function
of momentum gives different bands for different masses. In figure 4.1 such
bands are illustrated for media with high and low refractivity. The number of
























where  is the fine-structure constant,

the reduced Planck constant,  is
the charge in units of the elementary charge and

the length of the traversed




dependent (chromatic dispersion), this is normally neglected. Equation 4.4 is




































cm   (4.6)
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with the energy
	
given in eV. The efficiency 	
 	
 is the product of detection
and collection efficiencies where the former is normally the photon detection
efficiency which, for a photo-multiplier device, is mainly given by its quantum
efficiency. Other effects contributing to the total efficiency such as detector
material and design are grouped under collection efficiencies. Using equa-
tions 4.1 and 4.4, the number of Cherenkov photons emitted in the visible light
region by a highly relativistic particle (  
 










 % the number
is about a factor 100 less. Therefore, radiators utilising highly refractive me-
dia like liquids do not have to be particularly thick compared with gaseous
radiators.
At DELPHI, the RICH detectors have essentially two different media, a
liquid with a high refractive index and a gas with a low index. The necessity
of having two radiators is evident from figure 4.1 since none of the two radi-
ating media alone has separative power over the whole momentum range. In
the following sections, the RICH systems as implemented at DELPHI will be
described in detail.
4.2 Detector design
The RICH system at DELPHI is divided into two sub-detectors where one cov-
ers the barrel and the other the forward region. The Barrel RICH (BRICH) [69]











. Particle identification at low polar angles is
covered by the Forward RICH (FRICH) [70] detector. It consists of two units,












For the interpretation of the raw data, it is vital to have the track trajectory
through the RICH well reconstructed. Consequently the barrel RICH is lo-
cated between the TPC and OD. Similarly the forward RICH is sandwiched in
between the forward main tracking detectors, the FCA and FCB. In figure 4.2
the common design principle of the FRICH and BRICH is illustrated. A detec-
tor unit can be divided into two parts: a radiator where the Cherenkov photons
are generated and a photon-detecting device.
Cherenkov photon production
The Cherenkov radiation in the ultra-violet range is produced in two radiators,
one containing a highly refractive liquid and the other a gas with a low refrac-
tive index. A number of parameters restricts the choice of radiating medium. It
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Figure 4.2. The basic design principle of the RICH detectors at DELPHI. A
charged particle enters the radiators, emits Cherenkov photons which are then
detected by a photon detector.
Table 4.1. Data on the RICH radiator media.
Substance







at 7 eV, 1 bar [mrad]  		
C  F  1.001530 55.3 8.9 17.0
C  F  1.001720 58.6 8.4 16.0
C ﬀ F ﬁ 1.283 677.1 0.6 1.2
must have an appropriate refractive index, the UV transmission must be good
and the chromatic dispersion must be small. In addition, it is required that
the fluid or gas should be stable and chemically inert during normal running
conditions. Fluoro-carbons fulfil all of these requirements. Both the BRICH
and FRICH use the same liquid fluoro-carbon compound, C ﬀ F ﬁ , whereas dif-
ferent compounds are used for the gas radiators (C  F  in FRICH and C  F 
in BRICH). A summary of basic characteristic parameters of the used radiator
media is given in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3. The design of the MWPC used in the barrel RICH.
UV photon detection
The UV photons produced are detected by a drift chamber similar to the TPC
in design. It consists of a volume with UV transparent windows made of fused
quartz. The chamber is filled with a drift gas doped with a photo-sensitive
agent. For the latter, Tetrakis-diMethyl-Amino-Ethylene (TMAE) is used both
in the barrel and the forward RICH detectors. UV photons entering the cham-
ber will be absorbed by the photo-sensitive substance which will then emit
photo-electrons. These electrons are drifted in a uniform electrical field and
read out at the end by a MWPC. If the electric field is sufficiently homoge-
neous, the photo-conversion points are retained during the drift. Hence, one co-
ordinate for the single photons is obtained by the measured drift times. Two ad-
ditional coordinates are provided by the anode wires and cathode strips of the
MWPC. A photo-electron is detected by the MWPC by means of avalanche-
multiplication. In order to obtain a high single photon efficiency, the unit oper-
ates at a very high gain. The drawback of this is that it causes the avalanches to
generate photo-electrons from UV photons produced around the anode wire.
The effect is strongly suppressed by the use of blinds (so called cloisons) be-
tween the anode wires. Each cloison has strips set at varying potentials such
as to guide the electron down towards the anode wire. The design used by the
barrel RICH is shown in figure 4.3.
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As depicted in figure 4.2, a detector unit has one photon-detector for both
the liquid and the gas signals. The liquid signal can be projected directly onto
the photon-detecting plane (proximity focusing) since the liquid radiator is very
thin while still producing many photons. For the gas radiator the situation is
different. Much fewer Cherenkov photons are produced per unit length thus
requiring a larger radiator. The photons will be generated anywhere along the
path of the track. They are focused back onto the photon-detection plane by
a set of mirrors. A short photon conversion length assures a good separation
between the photo-electrons induced by the liquid signal and those from the
gas radiator.
The photon detection devices for the forward and barrel RICH are slightly
different due to the fact that in the barrel case, the drift-field is parallel to the
magnetic field whereas in the forward it is orthogonal. This implies that in the
forward region, a force orthogonal to the drift direction and the magnetic field
will be exerted on the drifting electrons. Hence, the electrons will drift at an
angle relative to the drift field. This is the so called Lorentz angle and it has
been observed to be about     in the forward RICH. The consequence is that
photo-electrons created in certain areas cannot be driven to the chambers. This
is true for photo-electrons induced by both gas and liquid photons although the
effect is smaller for the former case.
4.2.1 Barrel detector
The barrel RICH consists of two symmetrical halves, divided by a mid-wall.
Each contains 24 detector units covering     each in

. A unit is made up of
several parts as depicted in figure 4.4. The liquid radiator fills a 1 cm thick
and 150 cm long volume with a window of UV transparent quartz. The drift
field is provided by a number of very thin metallic strips, evenly spaced with a
pitch of 6 mm on both sides of the quartz window. A very-high voltage (VHV)
source supplies the appropriate voltage to the strips via a resistor chain. The
gas radiator has an effective thickness of about 42 cm to compensate for the
low photon production. Produced Cherenkov photons are focused onto the
drift chamber with a set of 6 parabolic mirrors. Each mirror is made of glass





has the rather high boiling temperature of     C it must be actively heated. It
is, therefore, kept at a constant temperature of
3

  C which prevents the gas
from condensating and thus causing serious damage.
The drift chamber box is 155 cm long and 34.5 cm wide. Its thickness is
4.2 cm near the mid-wall and increases linearly to 6.2 cm by the MWPC. The
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Figure 4.4. A cutout of a quarter of the barrel RICH.
drift gas is a mixture of 75% methane, 25% ethane and about 0.1% TMAE.
Since the electric and magnetic fields are parallel, the electrons drift along the
electric field. Furthermore, the strong magnetic field of the DELPHI solenoid
suppresses transverse diffusion of the drifting electrons. At the end of the
chamber, a MWPC reads out the signal. Each MWPC unit contains 128 anode
wires with a pitch of 2.62 mm. A picture of the essential part is given in
figure 4.3. Below the anode wires, there are 8 blocks of 16 cathode strips each
being 3.8 mm wide. The anode wires provide the
	
-coordinate and the cathode
strips the  -coordinate of the photo-electrons. A large advantage with the long
chambers is that relatively few output channels are required.
For an accurate determination of the Cherenkov angle, a close monitoring
of the drift velocities is necessary. Almost all drift chambers in the barrel are
connected to a UV calibration system by 5 rows of 9 optical fibers entering
the chambers, spaced at different distances from the MWPC. A light signal
from a UV lamp can be emitted by the fibers thus generating a number of
photo-electrons with precisely known positions. From the observed drift time,
the drift velocity can be determined. This allows for detection of variations
in the drift field caused by, e.g., shorts between the field shapers. The whole
system operates automatically and is triggered whenever DELPHI triggers for
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Figure 4.5. The layout of the forward RICH.
a Bhabha event.
In 1994 it was noticed that there was a sizable leak between the liquid and
gas radiator systems. This was noticed as an instability of the refractive index.
Since it jeopardized the security and stability of the system, a distillation plant









Each forward end-cap consists of 12 sectors in

as illustrated in figure 4.5. A
single sector is made up of 3 liquid radiators, 1 gas radiator, 2 drift-chambers
and 5 spherical mirrors. The liquid radiators have the same liquid and thick-











. It has a small disadvantage of having a slightly lower refractive in-
dex thus yielding fewer photons. This is compensated by the fact that the gas
radiator is thicker (
8

 cm). An advantage is the low boiling point of about


  C, which allows the forward detector to be operated at ambient tempera-
ture. The drift chambers have ethane as drift gas, doped with TMAE.
As mentioned before, the forward RICH has the magnetic field perpendic-
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Figure 4.6. The difference between the

-coordinate given by the TPC and the
barrel RICH. To the left the normal case is illustrated whereas to the right, it




ular to the electric field thus causing the produced electrons to drift at an angle
relative the electric field (Lorentz angle). This means that the drifting elec-
trons will enter the MWPC units at an angle not parallel to the normal. With
the same design of MWPC as in the barrel, the electrons would hit the cloisons
and get absorbed thus destroying the signal. The solution to the problem is by
lowering the cloisons running parallel to the wires and adding a layer of cloi-
sons perpendicular to the first layer. This leads to a two-step focusing which
effectively solves the problem. Furthermore, by choosing a slightly slower
drift gas, the losses can be further reduced. With such a design it was shown
that a high efficiency was retained at high perpendicular magnetic fields [70].
Like in the barrel, the forward RICH is equipped with a UV light based cal-
ibration system. The light from an UV source is fed through 22 optical fibres
to well-defined positions in the chamber thus allowing for determination of the
drift velocity and Lorentz angle. In addition, the system incorporates quartz
rods near the MWPC units which project points of UV light on the detector.
This allows for monitoring of all the MWPC channels. Unlike the barrel sys-
tem, this is not automatically triggered. Calibration runs are performed with
and without magnetic field, when there is no colliding beam.
4.2.3 Online monitoring and control
As already indicated in the previous sections, there are many subsystems which
need continuous control and monitoring. A stable running is necessary for a
highly efficient detection and precise reconstruction of photoelectrons.
It is very important that the drift velocity is known and that it is monitored.
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The monitoring is performed by the previously described UV calibration sys-
tems. There are several parameters affecting the drift velocity [72]. A change
in pressure of the drift gas will generate different velocities. The temperature
of the detector also affects the drift velocity. It has been observed that there is
a difference in drift velocity between the bottom and upper part of the barrel
detector due to varying temperatures. A more serious distortion of the drift
velocity comes from shorts between adjacent field shapers. The drift time of
the electrons will be changed thus causing a shift in the reconstructed photon-
conversion point w.r.t the original one unless the effect is taken into account.
By plotting the difference between the

-coordinate given by the TPC and the
RICH the effect in the barrel can be visualized ( see figure 4.6 ). It can be quite
large and is therefore monitored and later corrected for off-line.
The drift gas and the radiator fluids (gases) are sometimes contaminated
with water or oxygen. Water is a strong UV absorber and oxygen is very
electro-negative which will cause severe loss of photo-electrons. Both cause
severe degradation in the efficiency of the drift chamber. The contamination
is therefore continuously monitored and kept low by filtering the gases and
liquids. Good purity of the gases and fluids is also ensured by maintaining a
sufficient flow rate.
The expected Cherenkov angles are dependent on the refractive indices.
They are not monitored directly but parameters affecting the refractivity such
as the temperature, pressure and purity of the radiating substances are care-
fully monitored. It is also important that the Cherenkov fluids and gases are
transparent in the relevant UV region. Bad transparency will naturally reduce
the efficiency of the detector. For the purpose of monitoring the transparency,
a UV monochromator system is installed.
Apart from monitoring the liquids and the gases, the online system mon-
itors the high voltages of the drift chambers and MWPCs and the data-taking
electronics. Any relevant problem is recorded and stored in a database. The
information can then be used to determine the operational status of the detec-
tor.
As mentioned before, the barrel RICH is actively heated while the forward
RICH is heated passively by surrounding hardware. The temperature is, how-
ever, monitored in the forward RICH since a too low temperature would cause
TMAE condensation. Liquid TMAE drops can seriously damage the wires in
the drift chamber. If the temperature drops it is an indication of a problem
somewhere in the surrounding hardware. Unless the source of the problem
is identified and dealt with before a certain temperature threshold, the control
system will by-pass the TMAE and thereby fill the drift chambers with pure







































Figure 4.7. Raw signals from (a) the anode wires (b) the strips and (c) the pro-
jection of the reconstructed electron position versus drift time in one chamber.
The data is from 30 superimposed hadronic events.
drift gas in order to avoid damage by condensating TMAE.
4.3 Offline processing
An overview of the overall offline processing is given in section 3.2.7. In this
section the RICH raw data offline processing is described. The processing
involves the following steps
  a raw data cleaning which removes much of the background
  an alignment of the sub-detector elements
  a fixing which corrects for effects such as variations in drift velocity and
refractive index
Raw data cleaning
A hadronic event at the   pole typically generates around 20 charged tracks
per jet. This means that there will be several nearby tracks hitting the RICH
detectors, thus leading to overlapping signals. To handle the overlapping and a
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number of other background sources a cleaning algorithm is applied [73, 74].
The identified sources and the recipe to suppress each source are described
below. An illustration of the raw signals is given in figure 4.7 where the various
sources are indicated.
Electronic noise This source is normally picked up from the LEP machine or
other DELPHI detectors and it is characterized by several simultaneous
hits on anode wires and cathode strips. Its contribution is reduced by
rejecting cases where more than 5 hits are found within one time bin (
one bin = 8.518 ns ).
Electronic oscillations They are induced by the presence of large charges and
are characterized by several consecutive hits on the same channel with a
time-separation equal to that of the dead-time. In order to suppress this
source, cases with 5 or more hits in the same channel are removed if the
time separation between the hits is less than a certain limit.
Cross-talk Like the previous source, it is induced by large charges. Its charac-
teristics, though, are like that of electronic noise. The difference is that
cross-talk mainly occurs between the cathode strips due to the larger
capacitive coupling compared with the anode wires. Being similar to
electronic noise it is effectively suppressed with the same procedure.
 -rays High-energy electrons may be kicked out from the drift gas by a tra-
versing track. Such electrons will in turn ionise the gas and produce new
electrons which are detected by the MWPC. They are easily recognized
as tracks in the drift chamber. In order to remove this contamination,
hits on consecutive anode wires are grouped in chains where the time




After-pulses They are induced by the tail of the signal superimposed on the
background fluctuations. Since they appear just after the dead-time, their
contribution is strongly suppressed without loosing signal, by increasing
the dead-time.
Feedback electrons As the avalanche evolves around the wire, UV photons
are created. They can in turn convert into electrons which then can create
additional fake signals. Generation of feedback electrons is effectively
reduced by the cloisons in the MWPC. The remaining part is suppressed
by removing clusters of electrons reconstructed in the same time bin.










For the wires, clusters with more than 2 are rejected while the cut for the
strips is set at more than 3. Single hit feedback electrons are therefore
not rejected unless they coincide with  -rays.





) A track passing the drift chamber may ionise
the drift gas and thus create groups of electrons which are detected. They
are rejected by removing all reconstructed electrons within a 0.5 cm ra-
dius of the track. In the case of non-reconstructed tracks, clusters of
three or more electrons within a sphere of 1.0 cm radius are rejected.


clusters After having reduced the previous sources of background, the re-
maining signal is searched for clusters of reconstructed photon conver-
sion points in the 

plane perpendicular to the track (see figure 4.8).
Since the Cherenkov photons are expected to be found isotropically in


, clusters are not expected. Therefore, if a cluster is found containing
more electrons than a certain limit, all electrons within are rejected.
In figure 4.9 the distribution of Cherenkov angles before and after cleaning
is depicted, clearly showing the improved signal to background ratio. It also
illustrates the success of Monte Carlo in reproducing the background.
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Figure 4.9. The distribution of Cherenkov angles in data and Monte Carlo for
the BRICH liquid radiator before and after cleaning. Only tracks where the
Cherenkov angle is expected to be saturated (-   GeV/c) are included.
Alignment
For a high-resolution reconstruction of the Cherenkov angles, the detector po-
sitions must be known to a high degree of accuracy. The uncertainty from
direct measurements of the geometry, however, is not enough. The uncertainty
propagates into a degradation of the Cherenkov angle resolution. In order to
improve the resolution, the detector must be aligned. This is done in a offline








. Such events have the ad-
vantages that (1) they have a clear signal providing very pure samples, (2) the
fraction of background in the Cherenkov photon data is small since only one
charged track is expected per hemisphere of the event and (3) the momentum
is very large which means that the Cherenkov angle is well saturated and only
dependent on the refractive index.
The general idea of the alignment is to minimize the difference between
the expected and measured Cherenkov angles with respect to certain free pa-
rameters. Each drift-box, liquid radiator, mirror and, in the case of the forward
RICH, the MWPCs are all allowed to move. Apart from purely geometrical
parameters, the refractive indices are also free to vary. The effect on the re-
constructed Cherenkov angle from a change in the parameters is illustrated in
























Figure 4.10. An example of reconstructed Cherenkov angle distributions for
(a) the aligned detector (b) a negative shift of the refractive index (18% of n-1)
and (c) the separation between radiator and drift chamber is increased by 10%.
figure figure 4.10. Note that the 10% displacement depicted in the figure cor-
responds to a very large change. A more realistic change would be of the order
of 1 mm (
8
1%) which would correspond to a 10% degradation in the single
photon resolution.






























































which would give a normal least square problem. The angle distribution,
however, has a background which, although it is quite low after the cleaning




















Figure 4.11. The gas Cherenkov angular distribution from FRICH before and
after alignment
will eventually become dominating thus blowing up the sum. A solution to the
problem is to introduce a cut-off above which the function is a constant. The





































This removes the influence of the data in the background region on the min-
imization. The free geometrical parameters of the minimization enter in the














pends on the refractive index.
As there are in total several hundred free parameters, the alignment has to be
performed in steps. The first step for the forward RICH is to globally align
the position of each end-cap together with the liquid refractive index. Here,
only the liquid signal is used. In the next step (the first for the barrel) each
individual drift chamber and MWPC are aligned. The alignment is concluded
by aligning the individual mirrors and liquid radiators. From figure 4.11 the
importance of the alignment is very clear.
Fixing and calibration
The goal of the offline fixing is to provide additional checks on parameters im-
portant for the physics interpretation of the data and to correct any unexpected
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Table 4.2. Refractive indices determined for 1994 and 1995 data.
1994 1995
Barrel (gas) 1.0019407 1.0019225
Forward (gas) 1.0015118 1.00152
Barrel (liq) 1.27184582 1.2723
Forward (liq) 1.28059578 1.2834
behaviour. It corrects for instabilities of the refractive indices, drift velocities
and transparencies. For real data, the fixing looks at
- the mean Cherenkov angle associated with a track, i.e., the mean of all
single-photon Cherenkov angles
- the uncertainties on the single photon angle
- the number of photons per charged track
The simulated data is treated the same way and, in addition, the number of
reconstructed photons per simulated track and the single photon Cherenkov
angle are corrected in order to match real data.
Variations within the detectors leading to unexpected behaviour of the ob-
servables are generally dependent on the azimuthal angle. Hence, any fixing
incorporates the azimuthal dependence by treating each chamber individually.
For the same reasons as for the alignment, the fixing uses di-muon events. The









. Using equation 4.1, it is
clear that the Cherenkov angle from the muons will be indistinguishable from
the saturated angle. The procedure described below is performed iteratively
since the tuned parameters are not independent.








provides a measure of the
stability of the refractive index. For each reconstructed photon from a fast
















is the refractive index already corrected using information about tem-
perature and pressure from the database1 . In table 4.2 the corrected refractive
1These corrections are, however, not sufficient which motivates the fixing procedure de-
scribed here.
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indices used for 1994 and 1995 data are given.































will differ significantly from unity. A correction factor
	



















By Taylor-expansion of equation 4.10 around the expected saturated angle for

























































There is a freedom of how to apply this correction factor on the data. Either
the refractive index !

from the database or the reconstructed Cherenkov angle

























This essentially corrects for inconsistencies in data due to a shift in the refrac-
tive index. The left-hand part of figure 4.12 illustrates how the above correction












to be centred around zero.
The uncertainty calculated for the reconstructed Cherenkov angle per pho-
ton is obtained from the tracking and detector geometry. It is expected that
the pull distribution given by the eq. 4.8 is a Gaussian centred at 0 and with a
width of 1 since the distribution of
Q
-
is well described by a Gaussian. The




















































Figure 4.12. The plot on the left illustrates     
	 before and after the
correction of the refractive index. On the right, a plot is given showing the pull
before and after the calibration of the single-photon uncertainty.
first condition is met by the correction above while the distribution is not guar-
anteed to have the expected width. This is easily corrected for by multiplying
the obtained uncertainties with a factor  where  is the standard deviation
of the pull distribution before width correction.
The number of photons in the ring is also used in the particle identification
algorithms. It is known that the number of expected photons show a Poissonian
distribution. In order to be able to exploit this fact, the average of the expected
number of photons (  ﬀ
ﬁ ) must match the average number of reconstructed
photons (  ﬂﬁ ). This is achieved by multiplying the number of expected
photons with a factor ﬃ ﬁ  ﬀ ﬁ . The corrections are of the order 10%.
The above correction procedure is also applied on Monte Carlo. This does not,
however, provide an optimal data and Monte Carlo agreement. Two additional
distributions are therefore compared with data and corrected such that they
agree. Firstly, the number of reconstructed photons must match. In the case of
an optimistic simulation where too many photons are reconstructed compared









The second distribution which must agree between data and simulation
is the resolution of the reconstructed single-photon Cherenkov angle. Again,
Monte Carlo is normally optimistic giving a better resolution than real data.
The cure is to smear the simulated single photon Cherenkov angles according
to a Gaussian with a width $%&ﬀ . The width '(ﬀ is the expected uncertainty
of the reconstructed single photon Cherenkov angle in simulation. By choosing
the factor $























in data and Monte Carlo respectively, the agreement is
greatly improved.
4.4 Hadron identification
Several algorithms have been developed to interpret the reconstructed single-
photon Cherenkov angles in terms of identified particles. The first step is to
reconstruct an average angle (ring) from the observed single photons associ-
ated with a track. In order to find the most likely hadron a discriminator is
constructed based on the reconstructed Cherenkov angles. The strengths of the
hypotheses are then quantified in a set of tags.
Two main approaches for reconstructing the average Cherenkov angle can
be discerned at DELPHI: a maximum likelihood method and a clustering tech-












- . Examples of observed rings from the gas and liquid radiators, are
given in figure 4.13. The first approach [75] models the background as a linear
function of the Cherenkov angle
Q
-












 where the range is defined by the possible Cherenkov
angles of the five mass-hypotheses. For each associated photon, a probability-
density is assigned based on each of the five hypotheses, consisting of a sum of
a Gaussian signal term and a linear background. This assumes that the model-
ing of the signal and background shapes is reasonable. A likelihood-function
is then constructed for each hypothesis using all associated photons and it is
maximized by varying the background level. The hypothesis with largest like-
lihood is used for the identification.
The second method, which is used in the analysis presented in this thesis,
employs a clustering technique for finding the rings [76]. It starts by giving
weights to the photons associated to the track. The weights are constructed
by taking into account different background scenarios. As already observed
in section 4.3, there are many background sources, even after the cleaning
procedure. Photons from the liquid radiator have larger background compared
with those from the gas radiator. The reason is that a liquid ring is in fact not
observed as a ring but rather as a set of large curved segments, often covering
several sectors. A gas ring, on the other hand, is a small object really observed
as a ring by a single chamber. Hence, the reconstruction of a liquid signal ring
is subject to more noise. The effect of applying weights to the photons is to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, especially for the liquid signal.
Having assigned weights (  

) to the photons, the actual clustering can pro-















































Figure 4.13. Examples of a liquid ring and a gas ring together with the kaon
and pion hypotheses.
ceed. For each of the five mass-hypotheses, the photon with the Cherenkov
angle closest to the selected hypothesis is chosen as a seed. Clusters are then
formed by taking all photons with Cherenkov angles within a certain window
from the hypothesis. The window is 2.5 sigma for the gas and 3.5 for the liquid
signal. When there are no more acceptable photons, the next mass-hypothesis













is the number of photons. For each cluster, a





















































is the per photon measured Cherenkov angle and  

its uncertainty.
The expected uncertainty on the reconstructed ring is a function of the momen-









and the number of observed
photons
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Table 4.3. The parameters in equation 4.18 for the different radiators.

    
Barrel (gas) 1.0 0.8 2.0 0
Forward (gas) 0.85 0.8 2.0 1/12
Barrel (liq) 0.56 1.4 0.0 1/6







and   for the different radiators are given in





haviour of the ring uncertainty.
From the obtained clusters, the one with the highest weighted number of
photons is selected. Photons in this cluster are then resolved for ambiguities.
If photons are used in more than one selected cluster, there are ambiguities
of two types: gas-liquid and gas-gas or liquid-liquid. The former originates
from the fact that the gas and liquid signal are detected by the same photon-
detector. Since the liquid and gas Cherenkov photons enter the drift-chamber
from different sides, the conversion depth can be used to resolve the gas-liquid
ambiguity. The other types of ambiguities are resolved on the basis of the
photon’s  

contribution to each ring and the number of unambiguous photons
in each cluster. After having resolved the ambiguous photons, the clustering
procedure is redone. For each track, a quality flag is assigned to the associated
ring(s) which depends on the RICH detector status, tracking and the number of
photons used for the reconstruction. Separate flags are assigned to the gas and
the liquid radiator signals. Each flag has 6 possible bits where the summary
below gives the meaning for the case when the corresponding bit is set. The
possible bits and their meanings are
1 the track actually crosses the RICH detector and the data acquisition is
on.
2 the track crosses a fiducial (active) volume.
3 no high voltage trips within the acceptance.
4 good ring or veto.
5 better (tight) ring or veto.














































Figure 4.14. The observed Cherenkov angles versus momentum for the barrel
liquid (above) and gas (below) radiators. Each band corresponds to a different
particle species.
6 the track produced detected ionisation in the chamber. This is a good
indicator that the chamber is actually working. It is only set if the track
is within the fiducial volume.
The bits are the same for the forward and barrel RICH detectors although,
for the forward, the veto and ionisation bits are not defined since the ionisa-
tion information is not stored in the DST data set. In figure 4.14 the average
Cherenkov angle versus the momentum of the track is plotted for the barrel
liquid and gas radiators. The bands (from left to right) of pions, kaons and
protons are clearly visible and can be compared with figure 4.1.
The next step in the identification of charged hadrons is to assign tagging flags
to the observed mean Cherenkov angle (equation 4.16) according to the most
likely hypothesis. Since    are generally difficult to discriminate from  
and   , the pion tag incorporates all these particles. There are two algorithms
developed based on the result from the clustering algorithm. The first creates
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Table 4.4. The different momentum windows and signal source for identifying
pions, kaons and protons using NEWTAG. Note that the proton liquid veto























































 liq. signal+gas veto

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  - gas signal
its tags by looking at the distance between the measured Cherenkov angle and
that expected for a mass hypothesis. It also exploits veto signals, i.e, when
the momentum of the track is below threshold for Cherenkov light production.
Henceforth it will be referred to as NEWTAG [76, 77]. The second algorithm
defines probabilities based on the measured Cherenkov angle, its uncertainty
and the number of photons. In the analysis presented, the probability based tag
was chosen.
NEWTAG
There are essentially two ways of identifying a hadron using the reconstructed
Cherenkov angles. Either it is directly identified by a signal or by the ab-
sence of a signal in one of the radiators (veto identification), depending on the
momentum. For example, a kaon with a momentum of 4 GeV/c will be in-
distinguishable from a pion in the liquid. It can, however, be identified by the
absence of signal in the gas since, if it were a pion it would give Cherenkov
light. The momentum range is, therefore, divided into several optimum win-
dows. A summary of the chosen momentum ranges and the signal used for




























in the gas by


 . Four veto regions have been identified:
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  proton liquid veto for -   

ﬂ
GeV/c where both kaon and pion signals
are expected. It has turned out to be not very reliable due to the fact that
it relies on the absence of a liquid signal. As noted before, the liquid
signal is not observed as a full ring but rather as a large segment. The







- gas veto below the threshold of pions but above the electron
threshold. Useful for rejecting electrons.
 






 where only the pions give light in the gas
radiator. It can be used to exclude the pion hypothesis when identifying
kaons and protons using the liquid signal.









which is below the proton threshold.
A veto can naturally be faked by a malfunctioning chamber. This problem is
dealt with by using the quality flag defined earlier.
The tagging uses the pull relative the expected Cherenkov angle of a hy-
















to define discriminating boundaries around the expected bands. A track is
tagged as belonging to a certain mass hypothesis if the measured angle is





. The strength of the tag
can then be quantified by looking at the distance to neighbouring hypotheses.
If the separation is more than 1,2 or 3 sigma then the tag is given the strength
of loose, standard or tight, respectively. In addition, each tagged track is given
a tagging quality flag. It is set to zero if bits 1-3 are set in the quality flag, one
if bits 1-4 are set, two if bits 1-5 are set and three if all bits are set. If two radi-
ators or one radiator signal together with a veto signal are used, the strongest
of the two quality flags is assigned as the tagging quality of the track.
Probability tag
For each mass hypothesis it is possible to construct a probability based on
the observed number of photons, the reconstructed Cherenkov angle and its
expected uncertainty. The probability can be divided into a Poissonian part
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for the number of photons and a Gaussian part for the Cherenkov angle. The







































The Poissonian probability is only used for the gas signal since it does not
contribute to the separation of the particles for the liquid signal. A probability
is constructed by the following rules:













is less than 2.5, then the probability is Gaussian and given
by equation 4.21. At momenta above 11 GeV/c the separation becomes
poor and the probability is therefore set equal for all hypotheses.
Gas if at least 2 photons and 
 
< 2.5, then the signal is accepted. In addition










. For the forward, the upper cut on the number
of photons varies with momentum. It is 3 if the momentum is above the
kaon threshold, 2 if a proton is expected to give light and 4 otherwise.
The probability is set to purely Poissonian (eq. 4.20) if the number of
photons are below the upper cut defined above, and a product of the
Gaussian and Poissonian probabilities if it is above.
If both liquid and gas signal are present, then the two probabilities are multi-
plied. The probabilities are then normalised such that the sum is unity. Tags
similar to that of NEWTAG are constructed by cutting at different probabili-
ties. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it can easily be combined






Both NEWTAG and the probability tag have successfully been used in
several analyses [77, 78, 79]. In figure 4.15 an example is given showing the
power of the RICH identification together with the vertex detector in identi-
fying a specific B-meson decay. Note how the identification of the two high
momentum particles are resolved using the RICH.
















Figure 4.15. An example of a reconstructed     

6ﬀ
 where the re-
constructed vertices are seen in the top picture. The power of the particle
identification using the RICH is clearly evident in the lower plot.
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Figure 4.16. Mass squared distribution obtained from the reconstructed







GeV/c) are used. The peaks are well described by fits to Breit-Wigner func-
tions.
4.4.1 Unfolding detector corrected rates
The identification of charged hadrons using reconstructed Cherenkov angles
relies on the fact that a mass can be calculated using equation 4.3. In fig-







 GeV/c) giving signal in the liquid radiator. Peaks at the cor-





 ), charged kaons and
protons are clearly visible illustrating the identifying power of the RICH tech-
nique. From the plot it is also clear that there is a significant background which
may lead to misidentification. Any identification algorithm will, to a certain
degree, misidentify particles. Furthermore, the efficiency and purity will be
highly momentum dependent. In order to correct for the misidentification, a



















where  and ﬁ can be any of the mass hypotheses used. In the analysis pre-
sented in this thesis, the hypotheses are light particles as defined earlier, kaons
































































Figure 4.17. Efficiency matrices for  	
 GeV/c determined from
simulations using the probability algorithm (shaded) and NEWTAG (dashed
curves).
and protons. Throughout the remaining text, the light particles are represented
by  unless otherwise stated. In figure 4.17 a plot is given of the efficiency
matrices using NEWTAG and the probability tag. Note that the efficiency for
protons is somewhat lower for NEWTAG. The misidentification probability,
however, is also lower thus resulting in similar purities. The corrected rates
can be unfolded by solving the following equation.
ﬀﬂﬁﬃ! "
#%$& (4.23)
where ' ()ﬁ is a vector containing the tagged rates of different mass hy-
potheses and ' *#%$+ is the corresponding rates corrected for the efficiency and
misidentification. Due to the classification of the tracks into different parti-
cles, correlations are induced between the different classes for a given momen-
tum bin. Therefore, a full covariance matrix is calculated for each bin using
multinomial statistics. The matrix is propagated through the unfolding and
the square-root of the diagonal elements are taken as uncertainty for the bin
of each class. This unfolding technique has been used in [77, 78]. Observed
differential cross-sections for different charged particles in hadronic ,.- decays











































Figure 4.18. Differential cross-sections normalised per hadronic event for
charged pions, kaons and protons measured at DELPHI. The measurement
is published in [77] and the data is available at http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk.
at DELPHI are given in figure 4.18.
4.4.2 Calibration of the efficiency matrix
The efficiency matrix is established using 
 
 events from simulation. As events
are selected only if the RICH was fully operational, detector effects due to mal-
functions of the RICH are minimized and need not be corrected for. However,
there are other effects due to uncertainties in detector modeling which need to
be accounted for. This would require a careful study of detector effects and a
verification of the efficiency matrix by explicitly measuring the matrix2. Such
a study has been performed in a published DELPHI measurement of the par-
ticle rates at the   pole [77]. The conclusion in the publication is that the
measured pion, kaon and proton rates at the   pole, with unfolded detector
effects, are reproduced by the DELPHI tuned Monte Carlo generator [39] to a
very high accuracy. Observed differences between data and simulations in tag
rates from 
 
 events are therefore interpreted as pure detector effects. Based
2This can be done by using protons from reconstructed   decays and pions from 

 decays
and estimating the background.
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on this interpretation, the efficiency matrix is corrected such that, applied on
simulation, it reproduces the measured tag rates.



















is the measured tag rate of hadron  and


  is the expected tag





The calibration above relies, however, on the assumption that the correction
factor

is a diagonal matrix. While there is no guarantee that this is true, the
calibration procedure above provides a plausible matrix.
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CHAPTER 5
Analysis
Computer, compute to the last digit the value of pi.
Spock
5.1 Overview
The goal of this analysis is to measure protons and charged kaons originating
from B-hadron decays. At LEP I the centre-of-mass energy was close to the  
mass. The   will therefore be produced essentially at rest and quickly decay
into either a lepton or quark pair. In the case of charged leptons, two charged
tracks will be produced back to back each with a momentum corresponding to
half the  mass or about 45.6 GeV. For 

 -events (i.e. hadronic) the quarks
will similarly be produced back to back with equal momentum. The quarks,
however, are bound by a strong color-field which will fragment. As explained
in section 2.2, the result is seen as collimated beams of tracks (jets). Three-jet
events are also observed where the third jet originates from a hard gluon. In
the case of two jets, the kinematics is similar to that of the lepton case. That is,










 are given in figure 5.1.
The leptonic events need to be removed from the data since they constitute
an unwanted background to the hadronic sample. This is done very efficiently
by the hadronic event selection described in section 3.2.8. After this selection,
the data contains hadronic events of all five possible quark flavours. Out of
these only events initiated by
 
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 event (left) and a    

 event (right) as






















Each event contains charged or neutral particles where only the charged
tracks are directly reconstructed. They are identified using a particle identifica-
tion algorithm and corrected for misidentification. Since the event was initiated
by
 
-quarks, there will in most cases be at least one B-hadron per jet. Tracks
originating from the B-hadron decay will have characteristics markedly differ-
ent from those produced in the soft fragmentation. In particular, B-hadrons
have a relatively long lifetime and will therefore produce a visibly displaced
secondary vertex. Using the vertex information, the charged tracks can be
classified as originating from the primary or secondary vertex where the latter
sample will be enriched with B-hadron decay tracks. From these samples, the
B-hadron decay products are then extracted by means of an unfolding method.
The obtained distributions are normalized to one event and corrected for de-
tector acceptance, thus yielding a measurement on the specific charged particle
rate in B-hadron decays.
In the following sections, the different steps of the analysis will be dis-
cussed. To begin with a description of the
 
-tagging algorithm is given, fol-
lowed by a brief overview of the event and track selection requirements. Af-
terwards the attention turns towards the particularities of this analysis starting
with the method to enrich the sample with B-hadron decay tracks. Although
the particle identification has already been treated in the previous chapter, an
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account is given of the special problems encountered using the B-hadron en-
riched data. Note that, since ﬀ






particle identification algorithm, references to ﬀ  will henceforth include the
leptons unless explicitly stated. The chapter ends with the normalization pro-
cedure for obtaining the branching ratios and a detailed discussion concerning
the evaluation of the systematical uncertainties.
5.2 Tagging of the
 
-quark
The analysis is very much dependent on an efficient and well understood al-
gorithm for tagging
 
-flavoured events. In this section, the DELPHI algo-
rithm [80] is described. It is divided into two main steps, a reconstruction of
the interaction point or primary vertex and the construction of a discriminator.
The discriminator depends largely on the presence of secondary vertices and
their reconstruction.
Specific numbers and equations given below are for the primary vertex
description from [57] and for the rest, from [80], unless otherwise stated.
5.2.1 Primary vertex
For a reliable impact parameter measurement and
 








Figure 5.2. The primary ver-
tex (PV) and the vectors de-
fined relative the beamspot
O.
good reconstruction of the primary vertex. It is
reconstructed with the beamspot position as a
constraint. The actual position of the beamspot
varies with time. For the determination of the
beamspot, a common vertex was fitted using
tracks with at least two VD hits from about
200 subsequent hadronic events. The result is
stored together with the data.
The beamspot is small and thus increases
the accuracy of the single event primary ver-
tex reconstruction. The reconstruction may
be, however, spoiled by tracks not originating
from the primary vertex. Tracks being decay
products from long-lived particles, with wrong
associations to VD hits and from interaction
with detector material may all reduce the ac-
curacy. In order to remove such tracks, a quantity is defined for each track





















VD is the number of VD hits associated to the track, 

is the clos-
est distance between the track and the VD hit  , and  

is the corresponding




 are retained for the recon-
struction.
Having selected appropriate tracks, the primary vertex position is obtained
by an iterative procedure. In a first step, the following  

function is minimized



































is the number of tracks,  is the closest distance between the track 









of the distance between the beamspot and the vertex (figure 5.2). After the
first iteration, the track with the largest  

contribution is eliminated. This
is repeated until the largest  

is below a certain threshold. If all tracks are
excluded, the beamspot position is used as an estimator of the primary vertex
position and the covariance matrix is obtained from the beamspot size. Only
about 1% of the hadronic events have no acceptable tracks. From simulations











-quark events. The worse resolution in the
heavy quark case is due to secondary tracks which are accepted by the vertex
fit track selection.
5.2.2 Thrust axis
The concept of thrust and its axis is defined in section 2.2. It is calculated
using well reconstructed charged tracks and neutral tracks observed by the
calorimeters. Charged tracks must have a length of greater than 30 cm, a rel-
ative uncertainty of the momentum less than 100% and a polar angle outside
a  
 
cone around the forward regions. The selected tracks are then used to
evaluate the thrust value and its direction using equation 2.11. Note that this
equation does not define the sign of the direction. The tracks are also clustered
into jets which, in the case of 2-jet events, will essentially coincide with the
thrust axis. Due to the topology of the event it is often convenient to divide it
into two hemispheres defined by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis.
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5.2.3 Impact parameter
Having defined a primary vertex and a thrust axis, impact parameters can be
calculated for each track. The geometry relevant for impact parameter calcula-







the secondary vertex (SV)
and impact parameter.
direction of the thrust1 and the vector  defines the
direction between the primary vertex and the point
of closest approach. The magnitude of the impact
parameter is the length of the vector  . Due to the
geometry of the vertex detector, the impact param-




. The observed reso-
lutions are given by equations 3.3- 3.4.
The sign of the impact parameter is defined
by the sign of the scalar product 

 . With
such a definition, tracks from B-hadron decays
will be more likely to have a positive impact
parameter due to the long decay length of the
B-hadron whereas soft fragmentation tracks will
have a symmetrical impact parameter distribution
around zero. Hence, the sign of the impact pa-
rameter provides a powerful discriminating vari-
able for the tagging of
 
-events. Instead of the
signed impact parameter value, its significance is
frequently used. It is defined by










where   is the uncertainty of the impact parameter magnitude,    . Note that,
as mentioned before, it is the projections upon the   and  axis which are
measured.
5.2.4 Secondary vertex
Each jet is scanned for displaced decay vertices. The procedure starts by
grouping the tracks two-by-two in all possible combinations. For each com-
bination a common vertex is fitted. If the  

)
n.d.o.f is below four, the com-
bination is left as a secondary vertex candidate. When all combinations have
1Its direction is such that it points into the hemisphere of the event containing the secondary
vertex under consideration.
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n.d.o.f less than five. After each added track, the vertex is refitted. The sec-
ondary vertex candidate is rejected if the distance to the primary vertex divided






Decaying B-hadrons generally produce a
I
-flavoured hadron which will
retain the direction of the parent. Most often, tracks from
I
-hadron decays
are included in the B-vertex. Cases when a
I
-hadron decay vertex is fitted
separately are removed by combining tracks from vertices with a separation of
less than 0.20 rad and re-fitting the vertex using the new set of tracks.
The momentum vector of the original B-hadron is estimated by summing
the momentum of all tracks included in the secondary vertex fit. With this
estimated direction, an impact parameter relative to the primary vertex can
be calculated. The separation is not expected to be large since the B-hadron
is produced at the primary vertex. Thus, if the impact parameter divided by
its uncertainty is more than 4.4, the vertex is regarded as inconsistent with a
B-hadron decay and, therefore, removed.
Finally, a probability is calculated based on the signed impact parameters
of the tracks in the jet. It is defined such that a   -flavoured event will have a
very low probability. Therefore, if it exceeds 0.01, the vertex is rejected. This
probability is in fact used as a discriminating variable in the   -tagging and is
further discussed in the following section.
5.2.5 Discriminator
In order to construct a discriminator for selecting
 
-quark events with an opti-
mized purity and efficiency, several variables are exploited:
  the sign of the impact parameter
  the effective mass of particles included in the secondary vertex
  the rapidity w.r.t the thrust direction of tracks included in the secondary
vertex fit
  the fraction of energy carried by the charged tracks of the secondary
vertex
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To combine these variables into an efficient tagging variable, the following







































 are the background and signal probability density
functions for the discriminating variable
	

. The background can be subdi-
vided into two independent contributions, namely light (  ,  and 	 ) and
I
-quark
















































are the probabilities that a secondary vertex is found
in a
I
and light quark jet, respectively. All probability density functions are































are fitted to smooth functions. Below, each of the used variables are discussed.
Their expected distributions for signal and background are given in figure 5.4.
Impact parameter sign: As already mentioned above, the signed impact pa-
rameter is exploited to construct a probability, 

  , giving the likelihood
that a group of tracks are compatible with the primary vertex. Only
tracks with positive sign are used. Events containing B-hadrons will
generally have a very low probability due to the presence of displaced
heavy quark vertices. The efficiency of the variable is limited by the fact
that also
I
-flavoured events contain such secondary vertices.
Effective mass of secondary vertex: The B-hadron mass is about 5 GeV/c







. Hence, by calculating an
effective mass of a jet,   , a powerful discriminator between I and   -
jets is obtained. The mass is calculated by finding the invariant mass






























Rapidity: For each jet, the rapidity relative the jet direction is calculated for
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Figure 5.4. Distributions of discriminating variables for signal and back-
ground. The variables are (from left to right, starting at the top) the impact
parameter sign based probability, the secondary vertex mass, the rapidity of
secondary vertex tracks relative the jet direction and the fraction of energy
taken by the charged tracks included in secondary vertices.























































Figure 5.5. The plot shows the contribution of each discriminating variable to
the performance of the
 
-tag.













































Figure 5.7. Efficiency and purity of the hemisphere and event   -tag. Note that
for low cut-values, the purity approaches the value of  

.
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where -  is the momentum of the track projected along the direction of
the jet and 	 is the energy assuming a pion mass. Due to the high mass
of B-hadrons and the large decay multiplicity, it is expected that tracks
originating from B-hadron decays will have lower rapidity compared
with those from
I
-hadron decays. In light quark events, most of the
secondary vertices are due to detector effects and not from actual decays.
Therefore, such tracks will generally be soft thus leading to a rapidity
distribution shifted towards lower values.
Energy fraction: Monte Carlo leads us to expect that the fragmentation func-
tions of heavy quarks are significantly harder than those for the light
quarks. Hence, tracks from B-hadron decays are expected to be strongly
boosted. Since tracks from reconstructed secondary vertices in
 
-events
are mostly from the B-hadron decay, they are expected to carry a large
















 is the total energy of the charged tracks included in a sec-
ondary vertex. Although the variable is only weakly discriminating due




For each jet, the discriminating variables are evaluated and then transformed
into the variable  using equation 5.5. The contribution of each discriminator
to the performance of the
 
-tag is illustrated in figure 5.5. In this analysis it is
convenient to have a tag per hemisphere. In order to create such a variable, the
jet with the highest   -tag in a given hemisphere is chosen. An overall event tag








 per hemisphere for data, simulation and true
 
-events is







-enriched sample is obtained. The efficiency and purity as functions
of the cutting variable are plotted both for the hemisphere and the event tag in





Note also that the performance is worse for the hemisphere tag. That is, for a
given efficiency, the purity is worse. The event based
 
-tag suffers, however,
from possible biases. For example, events with high charged multiplicity from
the B-hadron or an unusually long-lived B-hadron are more likely to be tagged
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as
 
-events than others. Such biases are avoided by tagging one hemisphere
and measuring in the opposite hemisphere.
5.3 Event and track selection
The data used in this analysis is from 1994 and 1995. Earlier data have less
reliable RICH information and are therefore discarded. Hadronic events are
selected using the cuts described in 3.2.8. Due to the specific requirements of
this analysis, some additional constraints are necessary:
  as the VD is essential in this analysis, only events with most of the tracks















-tagging cut was applied such that the purity is 95% with an efficiency
of 45% . The tagging is applied on one hemisphere and the measure-
ments performed in the opposite in order to avoid biases.
Also the tracks are subjected to further constraints:









  GeV/c. The upper
and lower limits are defined such as to remain within the expected pop-
ulated momentum region. Furthermore, the lower momentum limit is
restricted by particle identification.








main reason for this cut is to retain only tracks well within the VD ac-
ceptance. This cut also ensures that tracks are within the acceptance of
the Barrel RICH.
  each track must have at least 2 VD layer hits in 

and 1 hit in

for a
good impact parameter resolution.
  tracks from reconstructed
+
and   decay vertices are excluded. Such
vertices are generally referred to as

 due to the observed V shaped
topology. The
+
and   are rather long-lived and may decay outside
the detector.
  the impact parameter must be less than 0.1 cm (both in   and

). This
effectively reduces the contribution from not reconstructed
+
and  
decays. Together with the following cut it also helps reducing tracks
from interaction with detector material.
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  in order to suppress tracks from secondary interactions with detector
materials (mostly protons), low momentum tracks with -   

 GeV/c
are required to have a negative charge.
Table 5.1. The number of selected hadronic events after the run selection and
the hadronic selection (      ), the thrust direction cut (     ) and after the   -

































































































The above defined cuts are not enough. Occasionally detectors or part of detec-
tors are not operational due to problems with high voltages, data acquisition
electronics, etc. To remove events where the relevant sub-detectors are not
fully operational, a run selection is applied. For each run, the status of all
sub-detectors is stored in a database. This information is used to create a run
selection flag for a given sub-detector. For this analysis, the relevant detectors
are the VD, TPC and the barrel RICH. The status of the VD and the TPC are
guaranteed by selecting runs where they are flagged as being fully functional.
For the RICH, the corresponding flag is not reliable. Instead, a dedicated
run selection was performed using the RICH quality information flags defined
in section 4.4. The behaviour of these flags were studied per run and compared
with the expected behaviour of a fully working RICH, taken from simulation.
Runs where the distributions significantly differed from the expected were re-
jected.
The percentage rejected runs due to VD or TPC operation is around 1%
for 1994 and 1995 data and, due to the RICH, about 17% (1994) and 42%
(1995). The large rejection of 1995 data is due to a long period with only
liquid signal. This data is in principle usable but due to lack of Monte Carlo
simulation without gas signal, all the corresponding runs are rejected. Statistics
on the total number of events accepted in real data and Monte Carlo are given
in table 5.1.
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5.4 Extraction of B-hadron decay tracks
The separation of soft fragmentation tracks from the decay products of the
B-hadron relies entirely on the measured signed impact parameter significance
defined in section 5.2.3 and given by equation 5.3. Hence, it is important that it
is well understood and that Monte Carlo agrees well with real data. The agree-
ment is illustrated by figure 5.8 showing the distribution in   . For positive
signed impact parameters the deviations between data and Monte Carlo are of
the order of a few %. The degree of agreement is similar in

and it does not
vary between 1994 and 1995.
The selected tracks are classified as belonging to either primary or sec-
ondary vertex using the signed impact parameter significance. Since there are




, both are used. A








 . If these condi-
tions are not met, the track is tagged as primary vertex. The choice of impact
parameter cut is in principle arbitrary. Choosing it above 0.0 increases the
fraction of B-hadron tracks in the secondary vertex sample. The SV set will
mainly contain B-hadron tracks contaminated with fragmentation, whereas the
opposite is true for the PV sample.
An unfolding procedure is then used to extract the B-hadron decay tracks.










where  denotes the origin (   ragmentation or   -hadron) and ﬁ is the vertex
tag (   or   ). From the definition of the matrix, it is clear that the column-
wise ( ﬁ ) sum always is unity since the tracks are tagged as either   or   .






























































are the unknown rates of fragmentation and B-hadron decay tracks.
A probability matrix is evaluated separately for pions, kaons and protons.
The reason for not having one matrix for all particles is that the impact pa-
rameter distribution varies for different particle species. A plot of the signed
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Figure 5.8. The signed impact parameter distribution in    (upper) and 
(lower) for 94 data and Monte Carlo together with the simulated fragmenta-
tion and B-hadron decay tracks (shaded). For comparison, data is divided by
Monte Carlo and plotted in the lower part of the plots.
























Figure 5.9. The simulated signed impact parameter distribution in   for pions,
kaons and protons originating from fragmentation (upper plot) and B-hadron
decays (lower plot). The different distribution are normalized to unity in order
to compare the shapes.
impact parameter significance for tracks originating from fragmentation and
B-hadron decays, divided into pions, kaons and protons, is given in figure 5.9.
The plot shows that, although there is no appreciable difference between the
different particle species from fragmentation, the shape of the distribution for
protons from B-hadron decays is markedly different from that of pions and
kaons. This can be understood qualitatively using arguments from relativistic
kinematics. Since the proton is heavy (0.938 GeV ) c  ) compared with pions
(0.140 GeV ) c  ) and kaons (0.494 GeV ) c  ), its momentum is boosted more
strongly along the direction of the B-hadron. Therefore, for a given transversal
momentum, the proton will more closely retain the B-hadron direction than the
lighter particles thus leading to a impact parameter more compatible with the
B-hadron direction.
It can be argued that the proton impact parameter distribution is influenced






















Figure 5.10. A probability matrix taken from Monte Carlo used for unfolding
the B-hadron decay products. The shaded histograms are for pions while the
dashed lines are for protons.
by a wrong B-baryon lifetime in simulation since the B-baryons are expected
to contribute with a large fraction of the protons produced in B-hadron de-
cays. Although that surely affects the impact parameter, it is not what causes
the observed difference. The original DELPHI Monte Carlo simulations as-
sume a B-baryon lifetime equal that of the B-meson . As already noted in sec-
tion 2.3.1, the observed B-meson lifetime is significantly different from that
of the B-baryon. This is taken into account, however, by reweighting events
such that the lifetime of the B-baryon equals that of the world average given in
table 2.2. The simulated B-meson lifetimes are close enough to the measured
values and are, therefore, not reweighted.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the probability matrix for pions and protons as a
function of momentum. A few observations can be made. Firstly, the elements
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concerning B-hadron decay tracks differ between protons and pions. This is a
consequence of the above noted difference in impact parameter distributions.
Secondly, there is an increase in probability for tracks from B-hadron decays
to be tagged as primary vertex at low momentum. This is due to the decreased
resolution of the impact parameter measurement towards lower momentum
which reduces the vertex separating power. There is also a similar increase
for high momentum tracks originating from B-hadron decays. At high mo-
mentum, tracks are more likely to retain the original direction of the B-hadron.
Consequently, they are more probable to be compatible with the primary vertex
thus leading to the observed increase.
5.4.1 Charged hadron identification
After having assigned all tracks to either primary or secondary vertex, the
tracks are subjected to an identification algorithm. The chosen algorithm for
identifying charged pions, kaons and protons is the probability tag described
in section 4.4. For tracks below 1.3 GeV/c, protons are not reliably identified
using the RICH (see description of the proton liquid veto under the NEWTAG





is used for identification at low





information is similar to that of the RICH probability tag. A probability is
calculated using pulls and expectation values where different probability cuts






of marginal importance for this analysis since it is only significant in the low-
momentum region where the expected populations of kaons and protons from





information can be used
in combination with the RICH at higher momenta leading to slightly higher
efficiencies and purities. The drawback is, however, that the understanding of
the tag is more complicated since it is evaluated combining the information










. The observed tag rates for primary
and secondary vertex tracks are given in figure 5.11.
Detector corrected rates are unfolded from the tag rates using the procedure
described in section 4.4.1 with an efficiency matrix calibrated according to
section 4.4.2. Since the
 
-tagging is not 100% pure, these rates contain a small
fraction of particles originating from
I
-flavoured events. The fraction of such
tracks is about 2.5% for secondary vertex and 8.0% for primary vertex tracks.
They are subtracted using Monte Carlo and the resulting rates are plotted in
figure 5.12.














































Figure 5.11. Observed primary and secondary vertex tag rates from   -tagged
events. The dots are from data (1994), the lines are Monte Carlo and the shaded
regions are misidentified particles. Monte Carlo is normalized to the number
of observed 

 events in data.
From the obtained detector corrected pion, kaon and proton rates, the frag-
mentation and B-hadron decay track rates for pions, kaons and protons are
unfolded by solving equation 5.10. The rates are plotted in figure 5.13.
When applying the calibrated efficiency matrix on the primary and sec-
ondary vertex samples, a problem is apparent. In particular in the secondary
vertex sample, there is a significant excess of unfolded protons within the liq-






3 GeV/c) which is not apparent in the tagged rate.
The excess is propagated into the B-hadron decay rate while the fragmentation
looks reasonable.
The excess of protons in B-hadron decays is illustrated in figure 5.14 where
the boundaries of the liquid signal region are marked by vertical lines. A pos-















































Figure 5.12. The unfolded primary and secondary vertex rates compared with
simulated data (shaded). Data and simulation are from 94.














































Figure 5.13. The unfolded fragmentation and B-hadron decay rates compared
with simulated data (shaded). Data and simulation are from 94.
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sible physics explanation to the observed “bump” below 4 GeV
)
c is that the
momentum distribution of protons from either the B-baryons or B-mesons is






















Figure 5.14. Observed proton rate from
B-hadron decays where the points are data
and the shaded area is simulation. The ver-
tical lines mark the proton liquid signal re-
gion.
data on B-hadron decays does not
allow for sufficiently large modi-
fications of the simulation to ac-
commodate the observed effect.
The fact that the excess co-
incides roughly with where pro-
tons are identified using liquid
signal strongly suggests a prob-
lem with the understanding of the
liquid signal. Simulation reveals
that the purity of the used pro-
ton tag within the liquid signal
region is about 60% for PV and
30% for SV. The poor purity in
the SV sample can be understood
as a large background of misiden-
tified kaons originating from the
B-hadron decays. Although this
should in principle not matter in
the unfolding of the true proton
rate, the method of unfolding at low purity is very sensitive to small uncertain-
ties in the misidentification elements of the efficiency matrix. The proposed
solution is to require a tighter tag of the protons within the liquid signal re-
gion. The tightening was obtained by tighter requirements on the uncertainty
of the reconstructed liquid Cherenkov angle and by requiring that the measured
angle is more than 4 standard deviations from the kaon hypothesis. With the
new cut, the expected proton purity increased to about 65% in the SV sample.
The statistics is naturally worsened as the efficiency to identify or misidentify
a proton goes down. This is visible in the new efficiency matrix plotted in fig-
ure 5.15 as a decreased efficiency for proton tagging. In figure 5.16 the proton
rates are given after each stage. The tag rate is as expected much lower in the
liquid region and the previous “bump” at low momentum is not present. The
data and Monte Carlo appear to agree well in shape and also in normalisation.
In order to check for a possible bias when using the tighter proton cut, the
analysis was performed on simulated data. As expected in the case of no bias,
the change in rates using the different proton cuts was well within statistical









































































Figure 5.15. The final calibrated efficiency matrix used in the analysis of 94
data. For the elements defining the proton tag rate, the corresponding elements














































Figure 5.16. All proton rates with the tighter proton tag observed in 94 data.
The plots are from top to bottom: 1. the tag rates for PV and SV, 2. the
rates corrected for misidentification and 3. the unfolded fragmentation and
B-hadron decay tracks.
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fluctuations.
5.5 Normalised rates and multiplicities
Having corrected the observed rates for misidentification and tagging effi-
ciency through the efficiency matrix, the true rates are obtained applying ac-





































is the rate of reconstructed gener-
ated tracks with the same cuts as in the analysis. The indices

and  represent
the different origins (fragmentation, B-hadron) and particles ( ﬀ  ,   , - ) - ),




























are the rates obtained after the unfolding procedures and

 is the
number of observed B-hadron hemispheres. The above defined factor corrects
for the following
Detector geometry: only events with tracks within the VD acceptance are
selected. The forward contribution is taken into account with the correc-
tion factor. This is the largest correction since about 35% of all tracks
are removed due to the acceptance.






tive charge were excluded in order to reduce the contamination of tracks
from secondary interactions with detector material. Tracks from the gen-
erator do not include such interactions while they are simulated in the
detector simulation.
Track selection: the track cuts of the analysis relating to the impact parameter
measurement remove a small fraction tracks.
Track loss: a small amount of tracks are lost through blind spots of the detec-
tor.
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Track tagable: the particle identification requires tracks to be tagable2 . Any
track which do not fulfill this condition is excluded. The fraction lost






than in the TPC region. About 7% of all tracks accepted by non-RICH
requirements are not tagable in the RICH region. In the TPC region the





and   decay tracks are not included in the gen-
erator level dataset. Hence, the factor suppresses the contribution of


tracks. The effect of any discrepancy in the simulation is taken into ac-
count when evaluating the systematics.
The above defined correction factor depends on both the origin and particle
species. This is expected since the topology is different at primary and sec-
ondary vertices and tracks will therefore respond differently to the various cuts
of the analysis depending on which vertex they come from. Applying the full
correction and normalization yields the normalized distributions of kaon and
protons given in figure 5.17.
It is interesting to study the differential cross-section as a function of


defined by equation 2.14. The shapes of the differential cross-section distri-
butions are predicted to be described by distorted Gaussians (eq. 2.16). This
prediction, however, assumes that the tracks originate from fragmentation and
not from decaying long-lived particles such as B-hadrons. The effect of the
B-hadrons is sufficiently small on both the pion and kaon distributions such
that they are still describable by distorted Gaussians. For protons, however,
a significant fraction is observed to originate from B-hadron decays. The de-
scription as a distorted Gaussian thus breaks down and, instead, the distribu-
tion has a double peaked feature where one peak originates from the B-hadron
decay and the other from fragmentation. In figure 5.18 the differential cross-
section is plotted for charged kaons and pions. The solid line depicts fits to
the measured shapes. For the kaon, all shapes are fitted to distorted Gaussians.
The proton shape in B-hadron hemispheres shows, as expected, a clear double
peaked feature which is well described by the sum of two Gaussians. Since
the uncertainty in the proton shapes is rather large, the distortion cannot be
resolved. The shapes are therefore fitted to normal Gaussians leading to  

which are similar or even smaller than for distorted Gaussian fits.
Multiplicities are obtained by integrating the normalized momentum dis-
tributions and extrapolating using Monte Carlo into the unmeasured regions.
2A track is tagable if the quality bits 1-3 and 6 described on page 78 are set for the gas and
liquid radiator.
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Figure 5.17. Unfolded kaon and proton rates per B-hemisphere.
In all cases but for protons, the distributions are integrated by simply sum-
ming the areas of all bins. The uncertainty of each bin is added in squares thus
forming an uncertainty of the estimated integral. In the proton case, the shapes
exhibit large statistical uncertainties. As mentioned before, the consequence
is that the distortion of the Gaussian is not resolved, thus allowing for a good
Gaussian fit. Since a Gaussian is easily integrable, the fitted parameters and
their covariances are used for the evaluation of the integral and its uncertainty.
In particular, at high   (i.e, low momentum) the statistical fluctuations are
very large. Some bins have very large values while their uncertainty is such
that they are compatible with zero. An integration based on the Gaussian fit is
therefore preferred.
Note that the statistical uncertainty obtained in the procedure above is an
underestimation. This can be understood from the fact that, for a given mo-
mentum distribution, there is an underlying multiplicity distribution which will
cause positive bin-to-bin correlations in the momentum distributions. The ef-
fect was studied on Monte Carlo by performing the full analysis on 100 sub-
samples each with 50000 events. This resulted in a distribution of multiplicities
which was compared with the uncertainty obtained by integration of a single
momentum distribution. In the case of little or only insignificant correlations,
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Figure 5.18. Normalised kaon and proton differential cross-sections obtained
from 94 data compared with generated distributions.
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Table 5.2. Multiplicities obtained from 1994 and 1995 data where   and
+
decays are excluded. The uncertainties shown are statistical only.
1994 1995 Combined
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the two uncertainties are expected to be equal. It was found, however, that the





 lower than the width of the multiplicity distribution. Hence, the
obtained statistical uncertainty in the analysis is corrected using this factor. A
summary of the results are given in table 5.2.
5.6 Systematics
The contributions to the total systematical uncertainties can be divided into two
classes: those from detector effects and those originating from theoretical un-
certainties. Each uncertainty is estimated by varying the corresponding param-
eter(s). For certain parameters (pertaining to detector effects, i.e.,   -tagging,
vertex tagging and particle identification) it is not possible to assign a preferred
value, i.e., all choices are equally valid. Therefore, the obtained variation in
the final result using such parameters is assumed to be from a flat distribution
with limits given by the observed minimum and maximum values. Hence, the








 ) is used
as an estimate of the systematical uncertainty unless otherwise stated. Below
each contribution considered is discussed and a summary of the obtained sys-
tematical uncertainties are given in table 5.3.
Particle identification: The particle identification dominates the systemati-
cal uncertainty for the protons. It originates from the calibration of the
efficiency matrix and the tagging algorithm.
The calibration procedure given in section 4.4.2 does not guarantee that
the obtained matrix is correct since there is no way to assign the differ-
ence between the observed and simulated tag rates to a certain particle
species. That is, the choice of a diagonal calibration matrix given by
equation 4.24 is arbitrary. A conservative measure of this uncertainty
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was estimated by taking half the difference between the calibrated and
un-calibrated results.
The motivation for tightening the proton tag was the observed unphys-
ical excess at low momenta for protons from B-hadron decays (see fig-
ure 5.14). It was argued that its source was an uncertainty in the effi-
ciency matrix combined with a low signal to noise ratio rather than an
uncertainty in the B-baryon or B-meson production and decay. As was
observed, the excess was suppressed by requiring tagged protons to be
further away from the kaon hypothesis than in the standard tag which
supports the assumption that the origin is from the RICH measurement.
The corresponding systematical uncertainty is calculated according to
the general procedure defined in the beginning of this section using the
integrated values with and without the tightened proton tag. Taking the
full difference would be over-conservative since it does not take into ac-
count the low likelihood that the excess is in fact of physical origin and
not a detector effect.
Effects from the usage of different tagging levels (loose, standard or
tight) and various tagging algorithms (probability tag, NEWTAG) are




-tagging algorithm shows a very good agreement
between data and simulations, it is of course not perfect. Discrepancies
will manifest themselves as differences in the subtracted non-
 
-flavoured
background. The systematic effect on the analysis was studied by vary-















Vertex tagging: Any difference in the impact parameter significance between
simulations and data will lead to systematic changes. This was studied
by varying the vertex separation cut between 0.0 and 2.0. Any resolution
effects of the VD measurement would manifest itself as a systematic
change in the measured multiplicities.
Tracking efficiency: A tracking efficiency was computed by comparing the
number of generated charged tracks with those reconstructed. After ap-
plying the same selection cuts as in the analysis, it was found that about
   are not reconstructed. A detailed study of tracking efficiency was
done in [81].
3The extra tight proton liquid signal tag was used in all cases.
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Table 5.3. Contributions to the systematical uncertainties for 1994 (1995) data.
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Extrapolation: Unmeasured momentum regions are taken into account by
comparing simulation within the measured region with the full momen-
tum span. A conservative measure of the systematic uncertainty is cal-
culated as half the area of the extrapolated region. Its contribution is
very small since the momentum acceptance of the particle identification





prod rates: Tracks originating from   or
+
are suppressed by means
of strong impact parameter cuts and explicit exclusion of reconstructed
vertices. Higher production rates would increase the probability for
contamination and, therefore, bias the measurement. The rates were
changed by      and      for   or
+
, respectively.
B-baryon lifetime: As mentioned in section 5.4, the B-baryon lifetime was
reweighted to the current measured world average. A systematical un-
certainty was found by varying the lifetime within one sigma of the
reweighted value. A different lifetime affects the impact parameter dis-
tribution and, therefore, the unfolding of the B-hadron tracks. The con-
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tribution was, however, found to be small.
B-hadron charged decay multiplicity: The uncertainty in the decay multi-
plicity would reveal itself as slight variations in the momentum spectra
of the decay products and their impact parameters. Only the latter is
expected to be of any potential importance. The effect was studied by
varying the average multiplicity within one sigma of the DELPHI mea-






 [81]. It was found that the impact parameter
distributions were not significantly affected by the multiplicity uncer-
tainty. The net result is thus a very small contribution to the systematics.
B-hadron production fractions: Current world averages of the production
fractions of different B-hadrons from hadronic   decays are given in
table 2.2. In order to study the effects of their uncertainty random
sets of fractions are generated. Since the fractions are strongly cor-
related, a full correlation matrix is used. The correlation coefficients
















































Using the correlation matrix, ten different sets of fractions were pro-
duced. The analysis was then run for each set with the fractions properly
reweighted. From the resulting distributions, estimates of the systemati-
cal uncertainties were obtained.





-pair leads to a small amount of events with more than two
B-hadrons. Its effect was studied in a precision measurement of the charged
multiplicity in B-hadron decays [81]. The contribution to the total systematics





-pair. In the same analysis, the uncertainty in Br(      )
was considered since it was the largest contributor to the systematics in [80].
The obtained uncertainty in the charged multiplicity was about 0.2%. Finally,
any remnant hemisphere correlation was considered. Although the correlation
is very much reduced by
 
-tagging one hemisphere and measuring in the other,
it can be further reduced by fitting a primary vertex in each hemisphere. The
effect was found to be less than 1% for the charged multiplicity measurement.
Since the systematical uncertainties of the kaon and proton rates are about 5%




Random chance seems to have operated in our favour.
Spock

























 ). Particles from the decay of B-mesons, apart from the
 





 resonance experiments where the centre-
of-mass energy is not sufficiently high for B-baryon production. At LEP, the
high centre-of-mass energy allows B-baryon production which leads to a sig-
nificantly increased number of observed baryons in the final state. Protons
in B-hadron decays are, therefore, interesting as a tag to enhance B-baryon
events.
A careful measurement of the charged multiplicity in B-hadron decays at
LEP has already been published by DELPHI [81]. However, the proton multi-
plicity and momentum spectrum are not well known. The goal of the analysis
presented in this thesis is primarily to provide new measurements of multi-
plicities and spectra of kaons and protons from B-hadron decays. Such mea-
surements are interesting as they shed light on the fragmentation of quarks
and gluons into hadrons. The spectra and multiplicities also help to improve
the description of the B-hadron decay process in models. In particular proton
spectra are interesting since they can help to constrain the parameters model-
ing the baryon production1 and thereby giving a better understanding of the
underlying mechanism for baryon production.
1Apart from some explicitly specified decay channels, the baryon production is, in JET-
SET [36] Monte Carlo, mainly modeled by the diquark production probability.
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6.1 Spectra
The main result of this analysis is charged kaon and proton spectra from B-




  over a wide continuous momentum (or

 )
range. A similar analysis has been published by the ALEPH collaboration [82].
Note that the ALEPH measurement does not explicitly exclude decay products
from
+
or   decays which have been removed in the present analysis. Since






measurements only. This has the drawback that charged kaons
and protons are not distinguishable where the identification bands overlap (cf.
figure 3.5). Furthermore, at momenta above 4 GeV/c the separation of kaons
and protons is only about one standard deviation [83]. Hence, the presented
spectra cover momentum regions which are accessible only owing to the RICH
detector.
The measured spectra for charged kaons and protons, compared with the
ALEPH results, are given in figure 6.1. Both the kaon and proton spectra profit
from the increased range of the particle identification owing to the RICH as can
be seen in figure 6.1, also showing the ALEPH results. The overall agreement
between data and simulation is quite good. Previously unmeasured regions
are marked by shaded boxes. The kaon spectra from the analysis presented in
this thesis, agree well with the spectra from ALEPH. As expected, the ALEPH
proton yield is slightly higher owing to the presence of protons from
+
de-
cays. The obtained proton spectra are useful for testing the diquark production
probability.
Local Parton-Hadron Duality (see section 2.2.1) predicts that the fragmen-
tation spectra should be described by distorted Gaussians. In fact, this descrip-
tion works well, not only for fragmentation spectra but also for B-hadron decay
spectra. For kaons, even the inclusive B-hemisphere spectrum is reasonably
well fitted by a distorted Gaussian although it should be better described by a
sum of two distorted Gaussians. This is not true for the protons where the two
sources are sufficiently separated to create the observed double-peaked struc-
ture. Since the uncertainty per data point is rather large for the proton spectra,
the distortion is not prominent and both peaks can be fitted to non-distorted










is given in table 6.1.
Within the framework of LPHD-MLLA (see section 2.2.1) the produc-
tion of hadrons in the string fragmentation process is modeled by setting the
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Figure 6.1. Charged kaon and proton spectra in  
	ﬀ nor-
malised to one B-hadron event in ﬁﬃﬂﬁﬃ "! #%$ , compared with generated
(DELPHI-tuned JETSET) distributions and ALEPH data. The vertical error
bars are the statistical and systematical uncertainties added in quadrature. Re-
gions reachable only owing to the RICH identification are shaded. The scale
at the bottom translates the  & scale into absolute momentum (in GeV/c).











from the fits of the various spectra. They are obtained
using the combined 1994 and 1995 spectra with statistical uncertainties only.






- 13.8/9 19.6/12 9.1/12
hadron masses. Hence, a shift is expected between the fragmentation spec-
tra of various hadrons. The analysis is, however, designed for observing B-
hadron decay products which are not expected to populate the low-momentum
range (-  

 GeV/c) where fragmentation tracks are abundant. As is seen
in figure 6.1, the analysis just barely covers the peaks of kaon and proton
fragmentation spectra. This is not enough to observe a significant shift be-






















various hadrons in  

   annihilations at several centre-of-mass energies can
be found in [84, 85].
6.2 Multiplicities
The obtained combined multiplicities for charged kaons and protons in B-



































































where, in the case of protons, decay products from
+
have been excluded. A
comparison with other results is given in table 6.2. The total charged multi-
plicity is included as a cross-check and it agrees well with the current world
average. The large uncertainty of the charged multiplicity in this analysis is
dominated by systematics. It originates from the requirement that the tracks
must be identifiable, thus introducing a constraint and limiting the momentum
range. The measurement published in [81] is a dedicated measurement of the
charged multiplicity in B-hadron decays, where the observed momentum range
is not limited by particle identification.
It is interesting to compare the observed proton yield in B-hadron de-
cays with that measured by ARGUS and CLEO [48, 49]. At those exper-
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Table 6.2. The multiplicities in B-hadron decays obtained in this analysis com-
pared with other experiments. Systematical and statistical uncertainties have
been added in quadrature.
  






























































































 is into a pair of
B-mesons (       or       ). Its mass is not large enough to produce B-
baryons. The large difference between the ARGUS and CLEO proton mea-
surements and those from LEP can be understood as a contribution from B-
baryons. By using equation 2.23 it is possible to extract information on the
B-baryon production. This relies, however, on a precise knowledge of the
different B-hadron production fractions ( ;  , ;   etc) and the corresponding







-  , etc). Measurements of the fractions
are presented in table 2.2 and their correlation-coefficients are given in sec-
tion 5.6. The proton multiplicities in    and    decays have been measured
by the ARGUS and CLEO collaborations (table 6.2). However, no measure-
ments exist for the proton multiplicity in
 
 decays. A conservative estimate
is to set it equal to the multiplicity in
 



















 . The proton multiplicity in
B-hadron decays presented in this thesis does not, contrary to the other mea-
surements, include the
+
decay products. An estimate of their contribution








































. Using the measured proton multiplicity
in B-hadron and the contribution from
+
decays gives a proton multiplicity in
















. The dominating source of
uncertainty is the result of the present determination of the proton multiplic-
ity in B-hadron decays (0.24) followed by the B-baryon production fraction
(0.13).
The presented kaon multiplicity has a lower uncertainty than previous mea-
surements and, with the improved resolution, seems to indicate that the charged
kaon production in B-hadron decays at the   pole is significantly lower than





 resonance. This could imply that the B-baryons contribute with
very few charged kaons per decay compared with B-mesons. The charged kaon
multiplicity in B-baryon decays can be estimated with a method analogous to
that presented above for protons. However, the uncertainties in the input mul-
tiplicities are large and lead to an estimate of the charged kaon multiplicity in
B-baryon decays which is compatible with zero with a large uncertainty.
6.3 Discussion
The obtained spectra include regions not previously published and which are
only attainable owing to hadron identification by the RICH detector. Further-
more, the charged kaon and proton rates measured in this analysis profit from
the increased statistics and better understanding of the DELPHI detector com-
pared with the previous DELPHI measurement. This is visible in the greatly
decreased uncertainty of the multiplicities. However, the systematical uncer-
tainties are still rather large mainly due to the particle identification. In order to
reduce the systematics, the uncertainties relating to the efficiency matrix must
be better understood. With the large statistics available from the 1994 and









 decays as was done in [24]. This would help in
verifying the matrix and also provide more information about the source of the
observed “bump” in the proton rate discussed in section 5.4.1.
The statistical uncertainty can in principle be improved by either including
more data or by increasing the hadron identification efficiency. Although there
are more unused data sets (prior to 1994) which could be used, the statistics is
low and the RICH detector is less well understood. Additional data will thus
only have a marginal effect on the total uncertainty.






mation for the hadron identification at large momentum (>1.3 GeV/c). As





is only large for
very low momenta below 1 GeV/c. For higher momenta, the separation is at
most one standard deviation. Hence, in the interesting momentum range, the






is not likely to significantly improve the uncertainty.
6.3.1 Outlook
The next step after having measured the charged kaon and proton spectra in











Figure 6.2. The topologies of baryonic decays from a B-meson (left) and B-
baryon (right).
products. As noted in section 2.3.2, the difference between the momentum
spectra of particles originating from B-baryons and B-mesons is not expected
to be large. Hence, the momentum is not a strong discriminator of the two
decays sources.
A method to discriminate the B-baryon source from the B-mesons has been
used in a measurement by the OPAL collaboration [87]. The method is based
on the assumption that the baryon number must be locally conserved in the
fragmentation process. That is, together with the produced B-baryon, a baryon
of opposite baryon number must be created. Since the B-baryon is heavy, it
will carry a large fraction of the available energy and the accompanying anti-
baryon will be soft. In the case of B-mesons, both the baryon and the anti-
baryon originate from the B-meson decay. The anti-baryon is, therefore, on
average expected to be more energetic than the anti-baryon associated with the
B-baryon production. The two topologies are illustrated in figure 6.2. In the
OPAL measurement, a B-baryon candidate was tagged using a fast
+
baryon
and a soft proton or
+
of opposite baryon number. Using Monte Carlo simu-
lations, three different classes regarding the origin of the
+
were defined: B-
baryon, B-meson and background. Each class consist of two different spectra,
the main (B-baryon candidate) and the accompanying anti-baryon2 . By fitting
the shapes of the three different classes to the observed shapes, a measure was
obtained of the fraction of
+
baryons originating from B-baryon decays.
A feasibility study was made in conjunction with the presented analysis,
using this method on DELPHI data. With
+
baryons as main baryon, the
efficiency was not sufficient for a satisfactory result. The idea was then to
use a proton instead as main baryon since the identification efficiency is much
2The charge conjugated topology is also allowed, i.e., a main anti-baryon and an accompa-
nying baryon.
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higher. However, this leads to a large background and more importantly, a
background shape which was not well discriminated between the B-baryon and
B-meson shapes. The main background source is misidentification of the main
protons. The above idea has not been exploited to its full potential. Further
investigations would probably lead to interesting results which can be used to
further constrain Monte Carlo generators.
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